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these types of formation are identifiable in formal terms and, what is more, they have 
definite functions as morphological markers. Using classifications of stem forms according 
to quality, complexity and quantity of vowels, three types of operations involved in ablaut 
formation are identified. Ablaut always includes a change of quality type or a change of 
complexity type, and in addition it may include a change of quantity type. Ablaut forms are 
clearly distinguished as against bases (and against each other): their vocalism meets a 
defined standard of dissimilarity. On this basis, gradations are collected into inflectional 
classes that are defined in strictly synchronic terms. These classes continue the historical 
seven classes known from reference grammars. For the majority of strong verbs, member-
ship in these classes (and thus ablaut) is predictable.

1 Introduction*

1.1 Umlaut and di-alternation
Stem changes that function as morphological markers play an important role in 
the grammar of Contemporary Standard German (henceforth, ‘German’ for 
short). German verbs may have up to five stems exhibiting different stem 
vowels. As for ‘strong’ verbs such as SPRECHENW, traditional custom distin-
guishes three primary tense stems {primäre Tempusstämme, cf. Fabricius- 
Hansen 1977: 194). Forms that show these stems are (among others) the 
infinitive (sprech-en), the form of the 1st person singular indicative of the past 
(sprach) and the past participle (ge-sproch-en), respectively.* 1 In descriptive 
grammars, these three verb forms are used as ‘principal parts’; as a rule, these 
forms should suffice to enable users to derive all forms of the verb under 
discussion. It is implied that the derivation of additional stems conforms to 
regular patterns. As exemplified by the secondary stems of SPRECHENW (viz. 
the secondary present tense stem sprich, which occurs in the 2nd and 3rd 
person singular indicative of the present and in the imperative, and the secon-
dary past tense stem spräch, which occurs in the subjunctive of the past), 
these regular patterns of stem formation are e/i-alternation and umlaut.

Umlaut may be construed as form alternation (“Formabwechslung”, 
Kruszewski 1881: 19) between basic forms in back vowels and derived forms 
in front vowels (hence the involved vowel change is characterised as “front-

Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the Zentrum für Allgemeine Sprach-
wissenschaft, Typologie und Universalienforschung (ZAS), Berlin, in November 1997, and 
at the Generative Grammatik des Südens (GGS) 2004 conference, Mannheim, in May 2004. 
Special thanks to Kate Chapman for stylistic help.
Author’s address: Bemd Wiese, Institut fur Deutsche Sprache, R5, 6-13, 68161 Mannheim, 
Germany. E-mail: wiese@ids-mannheim.de
1 Forms of words (and forms of stems) are given in standard orthography using lowercase 
letters. Names of words and lexemes appear in small capitals and are superscripted with lW’ 
and ,L’, respectively. In tables, superscripts may be dropped for readability.
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ing”, Zwicky 1967). As every vowel or diphthong that allows umlaut has a 
unique umlauted counterpart (and vice versa) there is no need to list umlauted 
secondary stems. Given that the primary present and past tense stems of, say, 
FAHRENW are fahr and fuhr, and provided that secondary stem formation is 
regular, it is derivable that the secondary stems are führ and führ.

As concerns primary stems in vowels that cannot undergo umlaut (as ex-
emplified by sprech), secondary stems may be formed by means of e/i- 
altemation. «//-alternation is similar to umlaut as it constitutes a change ‘to-
wards /’, too. In the case of umlaut it is back vowels (i.e., ‘/-distant vowels’) 
that alternate with the related front vowels (‘/-close or /-like vowels’); in the 
case of «//-alternation it is front vowels (viz. « or, in rare cases, ö or ä) that 
alternate with /. The ‘target’ of the change is again unique.2 3 It is true, some 
verbs lack one or both of the secondary stems. However, if secondary stems 
are formed at all, their formation for the most part conforms to a uniform and 
predictable pattern/

1.2 Ablaut patterns
While formation of secondary stems conforms to regular patterns, vowel 
alternations between primary stems do not seem to fit into a comparably sys-
tematic picture. Traditionally, these alternations are taken care of in terms of 
ablaut patterns or gradations (‘Ablautreihen’). The verb SPRECHENW would be 
a member of the fourth class of strong verbs, the gradation of which is e-a-o  
(which provides the principal parts sprechen-sprach-gesprochen). If each and 
every variant of vowel change between the three primary stems of German 
verbs is to be taken into account, nearly forty patterns have to be established, 
many of which are found with one verb only. In addition, there are a number 
of irregular verbs (‘anomalies’, Grimm 1870: 908, Paul 1917: 259-276) that 
show vowel alternations. Excluding these, by strong verb I shall refer to any 
verb that has stem formation by vowel change but does not have past tense 
and/or past participle stem formation by means of a dental suffix (as do the 
weak verbs).4 Lists of (stems of) strong verbs are given in Sections 4.4 and 
4.5, infra.

2 The target vowel of «//-alternation is short ‘if possible’ (cf. Section 2.6, infra).
3 On the formation of secondary past tense stems see Eisenberg (1997). There are some 
deviations in subjunctive formation; details and conditioning factors are discussed in Paul 
(1920: 211-212).
4 This also excludes the past-present verbs (w is se n w, DÜRFENW, KÖNNENW, MÖGENW, 
MÜSSENW, SOLLENw, and in addition w o l l e n w, which, from a synchronic point of view, 
belongs to this group), the irregular weak verbs ( ‘Rückumlautverben’), and the so-called 
‘mixed verbs’, which show partly strong forms and partly weak forms. SEINW ‘to be’,
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Table 1 (next page) displays the ablaut patterns that are assumed in the 
Duden-grammar (Drosdowski et al. 1995: 125, anomalies excepted). The 
vowels are listed in standard order (infinitive -  past indicative -  past partici-
ple). Numbers in parentheses after the infinitives of the verbs refer to the 
number of (non-derived) verbs that select the respective ablaut pattern (ac-
cording to the Duden-grammar).5 However, in contrast to the practice in the 
Duden-grammar, which arranges patterns according to frequency, gradations 
in Table 1 are collected into seven classes, which will be defined in strictly 
synchronic terms below. These classes continue the historical seven classes 
known from reference grammars (e.g., Paul 1989; Curme 1922); the usual 
numbering is kept in order to facilitate simple and intuitive references. Vowel 
notation follows Kohler (1995: 169-175, ‘phonetic-phonematic transcription’).

Such an arrangement highlights certain patterns that go beyond single 
gradations. Not less than twelve gradations exhibit /o:/ or h i  in both the past 
indicative and the past participle. It is mainly the verbs of the historical second 
class that follow this pattern, but many have joined this class in Modem Ger-
man. Moreover, this o-o-pattern is only one among others that transcend single 
gradations; other classes, too, show notable uniformities (which are made to 
stand out in Table 1 by bold face). Order according to frequency (as in the 
Duden-grammar) obliterates the class-related conformities beyond recognition. 
(The twelve gradations that exhibit the o-o-pattem are listed as the 4th, 5th, 
7th, 13th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 28th, 36th, 37th and 38th gradation, respec-
tively!)

Similar treatments are even found in work that is explicitly theoretical in 
orientation. The resulting complete disfigurement often serves as a basis for 
denying the existence of a system of ablaut in German. Richard Wiese (1996: 
113), who presents ablaut patterns in alphabetical order by the stem vowels of 
infinitives, arrives at the conclusion that ablaut “is, synchronically, a totally 
unpredictable vowel change [...].” This opinion is quite common and may well 
be addressed as the received view. Even standard reference grammars now 
tend to treat strong verbs as ‘irregular verbs’, thus returning to a position

w e r d e n * ‘to become’, HABENW ‘to have’, TUNW ‘to do’, GEHENW ‘to go’ and STEHENW ‘to 
stand’ are among the anomalous verbs. Furthermore, there are doublets of strong and weak 
verbs (like w e be n '!': weben/wob/gewoben vs. WEBEN*: weben/webte/gewebt), which may 
differ in their syntactic, semantic and/or stylistic properties. See Curme (1922: 315-318) 
and Hclbig & Buscha (1987: 46-49) for details.
5 Prefixed and compound verbs are not counted, excepting cases that no longer correlate 
with simple strong verbs. Note, however, that the huge class of prefixed and compound 
strong verbs is a major factor that contributes to the importance of strong verbs in German; 
see Griesbach & Uhlig (1994).
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entertained by linguists of the 17th century like Schottelius (1663:549, 569- 
603).

C
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ss pattem
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i /ai i i/ reiten (23) in /1 a o' binden (19) VI /a u: a/ schaffen (4)
/ai i: i:/ bleiben (16) /i a a/ spinnen (6) /a: u: a:/ fahren (6)

le a 3/ bergen (9)
ii /i o o/ schinden (1) IV /e a: 3/ sprechen (5) VII /u: i: u:/ rufen (1)

/i 3 3/ glimmen (2) /e: a: a/ nehmen (1) Io: i: o:/ stoßen (1)
/e 3 3/ fechten (7) /e: a: o f stehlen (3) /au i: au/ laufen (2)
/CE 3 3/ erlöschen (1) /e : a: oil gebären (1) /e i a/ hängen (1)

j /a 3 3 / erschallen (1) V /e a: e/ messen (5) la i a/ fangen (2)
/au 3 3/ saufen (1) /e: a: e:/ geben (6) /a i: at fallen (3)
/i: 3 3/ fließen (11) /i a: e/ sitzen (1) la: i: a:/ blasen (4)
/i: o: os/ biegen (11) h  a: e:/ bitten (1) /ai i: ai/ heißen (1)
/y: o: o:/ lügen (3) /i: a: e:/ liegen (1)
/e: o: o:/ heben (5) lo a: o/ kommen (1)
/e: oi o:/ gären (3)
la: o: o:/ schwören (1)
/au o: oil saugen (2)

Table 1. Ablaut clauses and ablaut patterns (gradations)

In this paper I shall take issue with the view that there is no system of verbal 
ablaut in Contemporary Standard German. It is true, there is no unique ‘opera-
tion’ (comparable to ‘fronting’ in the case of umlaut) that ablaut could be 
reduced to; but certainly this does not imply that ablaut is ‘totally unpredict-
able’. More importantly, it does not follow that ablaut is a matter of mere 
lexical idiosyncrasy that has to be listed on an item-by-item basis. As will be 
shown there is a small number of ways to make up ablaut forms; these types of 
formation are identifiable in formal terms and, what is more, they have definite 
functions as morphological ‘markers’. The seven classes of verbs referred to 
above are definable on this basis. As a matter of fact, for the majority of strong 
verbs membership in these classes (and thus ablaut) is indeed ‘predictable’. 
Note, however, that predictability in this sense is not crucial to the assumption 
that ablaut is not random. Membership in a certain inflectional class is some-
times predictable from other properties of lexemes, sometimes it is not; but 
then, this is the raison d'etre of inflectional classes, not a reason to dispense 
with them. (You would not specify the endings of Latin noun forms on a word-
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by-word basis only because membership in declensions is not always predict-
able.)

The thesis of complete synchronic unpredictability of ablaut clashes with 
the results of traditional grammar; furthermore, it does not take into account 
the existence of generalisations that were covered by the rule systems in early 
generative grammar (Ross 1967; Wurzel 1970). To be sure, recent treatments 
still recognise the existence of (sub-)regularities; an example is: if the past is in 
o, then the past participle is in o, too (Wunderlich & Fabri 1995: 254, note 16; 
256). But more often than not such observations are relegated to footnotes or 
ignored altogether. The reason may be that known regularities apparently do 
not ‘make sense’: from a synchronic point of view they appear to be arbitrary.

However, the present paper is intended to show that the apparently so 
confusingly multiple gradations of German strong verbs are but manifestations 
of a rather uncomplicated system; as I will show, ablaut in German is charac-
terised by strict regularities and a simple form-function relation. In what fol-
lows I shall discuss first (in Section 2) the form of ablaut (What is ablaut?). 
The rest of the investigation is concerned with the function of ablaut (What is 
ablaut for?) and moreover the form-function-relation (How does ablaut 
work?). The rest of the present section serves to address questions of concep-
tual background and terminology.

1.3 Morphological models
The notions used so far have been taken from the traditional word-and- 
paradigm-approach (to use the division of ‘models’ of grammatical description 
well-known from Hockett 1954), for which the distinction between words and 
forms o f words is pivotal. Within such an approach it is the formation of forms 
of verbs that provides the dominant perspective on ablaut (as far as morphol-
ogy is concerned). Consequently, gradation classes are conceived of as classes 
of verbs. A verb such as s p r e c h e n w  is classified as a member of the fourth 
class of strong verbs. Forms of verbs (here: spreche, sprichst, ...) are charac-
terised in terms of morpho-syntactic classifications (with respect to person, 
number, mood, tense and voice), and on this basis they are arranged into 
paradigms. As an outgrowth, often ablaut alternations are recorded by listing 
verb forms, namely, the so-called principal parts. Given this starting point, the 
internal make-up of word forms comes into focus only in the second place. 
But, of course, verb forms are dissected into stems and endings. Moreover, 
complex stems are assumed and their formation is investigated. Paul (1917: 
189) refers to ablaut, reduplication and suffixation as means of tense stem 
formation. Nevertheless, stems are usually characterised by recourse to the 
functions of word forms of which they are parts (e.g., as present tense stem, 
past tense stem), not in terms of their formal make-up.
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On the other hand, it is precisely the occurrence of certain stems that co- 
determines to which categories a verb form belongs. Consider past tense stems 
(past stems, for short). From a morphological point of view, past forms of a 
verb are what they are for the reason that they are built on past stems. Hence 
one would want to know what it is that makes a stem a past stem (but taking 
recourse to its occurrence in certain verb forms would obviously lead into a 
circle).6 What, then, are the formal (expression-related) properties that distin-
guish past stems?

It was with the advent of structuralism that such questions became a spe-
cial focus of attention. The analysis of past stems that are, traditionally speak-
ing, formed by adding tense suffixes did not seem to pose problems for an 
item-and-arrangement-morphology. A past stem such as lobt (of the weak verb 
LOBENw) could be analysed as combining two morphemes, lob and /, the latter 
having the meaning ‘past’; hence the stem lobt is a past stem because it con-
tains a morpheme with the meaning ‘past’.

However, the problems encountered by such an approach are notorious 
(cf. Robins 1959, Matthews 1970, 1972), and it was through the treatment of 
internal inflection that they became particularly obvious. Past stems of strong 
verbs such as band (of BINDENW) would not lend themselves to segmentation 
easily, and various treatments were discussed as to how this could be dealt 
with (see Harris 1942, Bloch 1947, Nida 1948, and, again, Hockett 1954). The 
basic problem is that a form such as band simply does not contain a past tense 
marker comparable to the ‘dental suffix’ in lob-t. Since band differs from the 
present tense stem bind only with respect to vocalism, the stem vowel would 
be the only reasonable candidate. But there are other strong verbs that have 
stems in a that happen to be no past stems (but present and/or past participle 
stems as in the case of FANGENW or HÄNGENW), and these verbs in their turn 
have past stems (fing, hing) that show vowels which appear in present or past 
participle stems of the former ones or still other verbs (cf., e.g., b i n d e n w , 
present stem bind) REITENW, past and past participle stem ritt). Thus even if 
you convince yourself that a stem such as ritt may be segmented (say as r...tt 
+ /), it would still be questionable to address the vocalic ‘infix’ as a tense 
marker.7

The rival approach, item-and-process, as presented by Hockett, would 
conceive of markers as being constituted by differences between forms (cf.

6 Note that the problem of circularity, which has been made to stand out clearly by Lieb 
(1983: 173, 178f.), is not restricted to ablaut — characterisations such as ‘the genitive 
ending -(e).s' pose similar problems. For further discussion, see Section 5, infra.
7 Matthews (1970: 107) formulates this argument using vocalic suffixes of Italian nouns; 
the problem is not peculiar to internal inflection.
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also Anderson 1992: 61-62). If it is assumed that present tense stems are basic 
as compared to derived past tense stems, then a process of past stem formation 
may be identified that derives ritt from reif, the past tense marker is, then, a 
change from ei to i (more exactly, /ai/ to III), and indeed, whenever a strong 
verb in German has a stem in /ai/ and another stem in III, the former is a pre-
sent stem and the latter is a past (and past participle) stem. It would appear, 
then, that an inspection of relations between stems might open up a viable 
avenue towards uncovering the system of ablaut.

But in general, inspecting relations between a base form and a derived 
form does not suffice to establish the interpretation of the derived form. The 
reason is that different derived forms may compete, as it were, for the same 
range of application; and in this case, the latitude a derived form has may be 
cut by other more specific derived forms. An example that will be discussed in 
more detail below is this: in the case of the verb FECHTENw, the alternation 
/e/—>/o/ serves as a general past marker: both the past stem and the past parti-
ciple stem show h !  (the principal parts being fechten-focht-gefochten). The 
same alternation applies to SPRECHENW. But in addition, SPRECHENW (spre- 
chen-sprach-gesprochen) shows another vowel change, /e/—>-/a:/, which 
marks the stem of finite past forms; in this way the stem in lol is restricted to 
the non-finite past, viz. the past participle. To cope with this situation item- 
and-process-models have to integrate some paradigm-like mechanism.*

Eventually, the interplay among various forms of a paradigm must not be 
disregarded if it is to be elucidated how the forms’ interpretations come about. 
Thus an approach is needed that grants paradigms their due status in language 
systems. At the same time, simply reappointing the traditional word-and- 
paradigm-model would not do. The ‘structuralist’ insistence on uncovering in 
detail how forms are made up in order to clarify how form signals function 
must not be abandoned. An adequate analysis of ablaut must not be limited to 
dealing with words and word forms but must also regard sub-word items, 
stems in particular. What is needed, then, is an item-and-paradigm-model or 
stem-and-paradigm model (cf. Blevins 2003). An approach to morphology 
(and syntax) that meets these requirements is part and parcel of the larger 
framework of Integrational Linguistics (Lieb 1983, Eisenberg 1998). Some 
relevant concepts that are used in the following will now be introduced. 8

8 Cf. complex rules or disjunctively ordered sets of rules as in Bierwisch (1967) and in 
Anderson’s ‘Extended Word and Paradigm Morphology’ (Anderson 1982). As Bierwisch 
(1967: 267, cf. 270) says, “We may conceive of a disjunctively ordered set of inflectional 
rules as displaying an inflectional paradigm.”
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1.4 Stems and stem forms

An analysis of ablaut must set out to clarify the relations that hold between 
items that are often referred to as ‘tense stems’ of strong verbs (‘present 
stems’, ‘past stems’, ‘participle stems’); usually, ‘primary present stems’ are 
taken to be basic while stems of other types are assumed to be derived. At-
tempts at grasping the alleged derivational relations in syntagmatic terms (by 
reference to combinations of morphemes) have turned out to be inadequate. A 
paradigmatic treatment would appear to be more promising. From this van-
tage point, a past stem is not construed as a ‘combination’ of a basic form and 
an item that signals tense, but as an ‘alternative’ to the basic form (that occurs 
in lieu of the latter under certain conditions).

This change of viewpoint brings with it a change in terminology. So far I 
have followed the older tradition in using terms like ‘past stem’ and ‘participle 
stem’ when referring to morphological ‘items’ such as sprach, sproch. An-
other practice that would seem more suitable for a paradigmatic approach 
treats such items as ‘alternants’ or ‘alternating variants’; from this angle, 
strong verbs “have more than one form of the stem” (Halle 1953: 46).9 As 
words (such as the verb SPRECHENw) are to be distinguished from their forms 
{sprechen, spricht, sprach, ...), so, by this approach, stems — that is, stem 
lexemes — are to be distinguished from stem forms. Consequently, Lieb 
(1976: 21) introduced the notion of morphological paradigm: as word forms 
may be put into word-paradigms, stem forms may be put into stem-paradigms 
(cf. also Lieb 1983: 169, Eisenberg 1998: 29). The relationship between stems 
and stem forms may be construed analogously to the relationship between 
words and word forms, as illustrated by the following comparison (see table 
on next page).

As the example indicates, word-paradigms may be construed as sets of, 
traditionally speaking, ‘grammatical words’, a ‘grammatical word’ being an 
ordered pair comprising (i) a syntactic unit and (ii) a set of categories to which 
this unit belongs (this set is called a categorisation)', thus spreche is the form 
of the 1st person singular indicative of the present of the active of SPRECHENW. 
Likewise stem-paradigms may be construed as sets of pairs, each of which 
combines (i) a morphological unit and (ii) a set of categories to which this unit 
belongs; e.g., sprech (a stem form) is a form of SPRECHL (a stem lexeme).

9 Halle decides to adopt the term stem alternant and uses the term ‘stem form’ (1953: 47) 
only informally.
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Here it is still open which categories will serve to categorise stem forms (as 
indicated by the dots). They will be identified in Section 5.10 11

a word-paradigm (of sp re ch e n w) a stem-paradigm (of SPRECHL)

[ (spreche, | IP, Sg, Ind, Pres, Act) >, ( (sprech, >,
(sprichst. {2P, Sg, Ind, Pres, Act) >, (sprich. ),
(spricht. )3P, Sg, Ind, Pres, Act) >. (sproch. >,

(sprechen, ( IP. PI, Ind, Pres, Act) >. (sprach, ... ),
} (spräch, ... >

sets of morpho- sets of

units syntactic logical morphological
categories units categories

What are (in traditional terminology) strong verbs’ tense stems are thus con-
strued as forms of stems. Of course, traditional terms may be used wherever 
this seems convenient; however, I shall put them in single quotation marks as 
in: 'past stem’; that is, ‘past stem’ is short for past tense stem form. Stem 
forms that occur in principal parts (thus ‘primary tense stems’) will be referred 
to as primary forms (of stem lexemes); e.g., sprech, sprach, sproch are the 
primary forms of SPRECHL. Likewise I shall use secondary form  to refer to 
stem forms that are, in traditional terms, ‘secondary stems’; e.g., sprich and 
spräch are the secondary forms of SPRECHL. Primary present forms will be 
referred to as base forms (or bases, for short); other primary forms may be 
referred to as ablaut forms. Thus sprech is the base of SPRECHL and sproch 
and sprach are the ablaut forms of SPRECHL."

All morphological items that will be assumed are surface entities, and 
morphological categories will be based on surface entities: the treatment of 
ablaut to be proposed will be couched in a surface morphology that does not

10 Cf. also Eisenberg (1998: 213). For Lieb’s explication of the concept of paradigm see 
Lieb (1975, 1980), and in particular Lieb (1992). Cf. also Zwicky’s notion of form list 
(Zwicky 1990: 218). Stems are assigned a major role also in Anderson (1992), Aronoff 
(1994), Stump (2001), and Blevins (2003). Anderson’s distinction between stem sets and 
stems may be compared to Lieb’s distinction between stem-paradigms and stem forms.
11 (An alternative terminology has major/minor instead of primary/secondary, cf. Halle 
1953: 46). Base forms o f stems must not be confused with morphological base forms 
(morphs)', morphological units, including forms of stems, are conceived as sequences of 
morphs (Lieb 1983: 157). For convenience, in the present paper, morphological and syntac-
tic units are referred to by orthographic names in lowercase letters (thus sprech for 
{(1, sprech)), versprech for {< 1, ver), (2, sprech)) etc.).
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countenance ‘underlying’ forms (and hence no rules which turn underlying 
forms into surface forms).12

2 Forms of ablaut

2.1 Vowel alternations
In synchronic treatments, descriptions of ablaut in terms of gradations (ablaut 
patterns) often differ from those of umlaut in two ways: first, the determination 
of what umlaut is (‘fronting’) remains independent of considerations of par-
ticular uses that umlaut is put to (e.g., plural marker); on the other hand, set-
ting up ablaut patterns involves reference to the particular functions of stem 
forms; for instance, a certain gradation may be specified as (Curme 1922: 
304):

Pres, ei Past ie Perf. Part, ie

1 shall not adopt this practice; rather I shall investigate the formal and func-
tional sides of ablaut separately. The present section focuses on the formal 
side. Second, umlaut is conceived of as a two-place relation; on the other 
hand, it is three — for older language states: four — vowels that are put into 
relation in ablaut patterns. Once more I shall break with tradition. I shall argue 
that ablaut in German should be treated as a two-place relation between base 
forms and derived forms (or their vowels, for that matter).

In the Duden-grammar, a verb such as f e c h t e n w  is assigned to the gra-
dation I e l-h i-h i. As it happens, two out of three vowels of the principal parts 
are identical. Put differently, the stem FECHTL has two, not three primary 
forms, viz. a base in Id  (fecht) and an ablaut form in h l  (focht). Likewise, the 
stem MESSl  (which belongs to gradation /e/-/a:/-/e/) has two primary forms, 
viz. a base in Izl (mess) and an ablaut form in /a:/ (maß), the use of which is 
— differently from the ablaut form of FECHTL — restricted to the past indica-
tive. Thus these two stems show two distinct two-place alternations ( ld —>hl 
and Id —»/a:/, respectively).

Now consider SPRECHEN^ with the gradation /e/-/a:/-/o/ (sprech, 
sprach, sproch). Gradations that comprise three different vowels might be

12 Surprisingly, underlying forms of a pseudo-historical type (as had been introduced in 
early generative treatments) have been revived in a recent approach to ablaut by Segeral & 
Scheer (1998). They assume, for instance, that the infinitive of the strong verb STOSSENw, 
viz. /jto:ssn/, has “the synchronic structure /stAUsen/” (Segeral & Scheer 1998: 54, italics 
in the original!), a form that shows a diphthong (as assumed for Common Germanic), long 
o being a surface product of merging its components. This hardly calls for comment.
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taken to require a treatment of ablaut as a three-place relation between forms 
(or their vowels). However, I shall assume that the stem SPRECHL exhibits two 
alternations (two-place each); in fact, SPRECH1 has Id —>/a:/-altemation and 
/e/—>/o/-altemation. The decomposition of three-place ablaut patterns into 
two-place relations is an important step towards uncovering the system of 
ablaut in German. As will be shown, the two alternations exhibited by 
SPRECHl  are the same (formally as well as functionally) as those alternations 
that apply separately to MESSl  and FECHTl ; assuming two separate alternations 
(that may combine) is a precondition for understanding how ablaut works.

2.2 Expression types
Not infrequently, forms of strong verbs may be distinguished only by their 
stem vowels. E.g., the forms versprechen, versprachen, versprochen (of the 
verb VERSPRECHENW) differ formally only in terms of the stem forms they 
contain, which in their turn differ only with respect to their stem vowels. Thus, 
to tell the difference between the verb forms in question it is differences be-
tween vowels that one has to rely on, and as far as these are concerned Marti-
net wrote in a classic contribution to the Manual o f Phonetics (Martinet 1957: 
263):13

The first thing, we might even say the only thing, we should expect from 
the distinctive elements of a language is that they should not get confused 
with one another. We may therefore suppose that they will tend to become 
as different from one another as the speech organs involved, will allow; if 
a language has only three vocalic phonemes, it is likely that the normal, 
out of context, performance of these three phonemes will be close to i, u, 
and a respectively, i.e. close to the most different vocalic sounds that the 
organs of speech can produce.

Building on Martinet’s suggestion, one expects that such a triad of optimally 
discernible vowels would be highly welcome when there are three forms to be 
distinguished in terms of their vowels (as happens with the primary forms of 
many strong verb stems), and indeed, the most frequent type of a three-vowel- 
ablaut pattern in German is precisely /i/-/a/-/u/ (exemplified by binden in 
Table l).14 That this is hardly an accident is confirmed by comparing so-called

13 Based on Martinet (1955); see there, page 62, Section 2.30, and page 151, Section 4.75, 
on the ‘principle of maximal differentiation of phonemes’. Compare also Lindblom’s theory 
of adaptive dispersion (Liljencrants & Lindblom 1972; for a summary see Lindblom & 
Engstrand 1989: 112-114, with references).
14 Barnes & Esau (1973: 29) refer to “the need to maximize the contrast between the past 
and present tenses” as a factor in the diachrony of ablaut. See also Ross (1967: 69) and
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onomatopoetic ablaut as it occurs in such double or triple forms as 
ritschratsch or bimbambum (cf. Dt.Wb., s.v. “1”; Paul 1920: 180-181); some 
are related to verbs, but not necessarily to strong verbs, cf. Mischmasch, 
Singsang. Forms that combine reduplication with vowel alternation are often 
considered so obviously prototypical for ablaut (or ‘apophony’) that they are 
used in introducing the term itself (as in Hock & Joseph 1996: 169). Double 
forms in German usually have /-«-alternation, triple forms are rare but usually 
conform to the ideal case;* 15 the special position of the /i/-/a/-/u/-ablaut pat-
tem fits into the picture.

As regards the remaining three-vowel ablaut patterns of the third and 
fourth class, the situation is not too different (see Table 1). All of these have 
bases in front vowels (‘/-like vowels’, viz. Ill, Id , leJ, /e:/), which alternate 
with forms in open vowels (‘«-vowels’, Id , la:/), and forms in rounded back 
vowels ( ‘«-like vowels’, viz. lul, h i, /o:/). It seems appropriate, then, to dis-
tinguish types of stem forms on this basis. I shall refer to stem forms such as 
bind, sprech, stehl etc. as I-forms, and more generally I shall distinguish 
I-forms, U-forms, and A-forms. Thus I introduce a classification of stem forms 
according to vocalism, more specifically, according to vowel quality; diph-
thongs are integrated into qualitatively determined vowel series adapting the 
analysis in Kohler (1995: 172). The classification is presented in Table 2 (next 
page). These types of stem forms are defined in formal (expression-related) 
terms, not in functional terms, and hence will be called expression types.

In addition, Table 2 introduces two more classifications that will be 
needed in the following, namely a classification according to complexity 
(monophthongal vs. diphthongal stem forms, i.e., stem forms containing mo-
nophthongs and diphthongs, respectively) and a classification according to 
vowel quantity: stem forms containing long vowels or diphthongs are long 
stem forms, stem forms containing short vowels are short stem forms.16

Ramat (1987: 324), with reference to Lejosne (1982), on ‘changes of polarity’ as a charac-
teristic of ablaut, and Kurytowicz on “[l]e principe de polarisation ou de distances maxi-
mum” (Kurytowicz 1956: 10 et passim). Cf. also Hansen (1964: 21).
15 With respect to German see Fleischer (1974: 235), for general discussion Mayerthaler 
(1977: 46-53), and references listed there.
16 This is a system of classifications for stem forms based on stem vocalism (prefixes are 
not relevant), not a classification of vowels. True, to propose such a system of classifica-
tions implies the assumption that the classifications relate in a reasonable way to properties 
of vowels. However, no particular theory of (German) vocalism is presupposed. Consider 
for instance the distinction between tong forms (forms that show tong vowels such as bieg, 
fuhr, etc.) and short forms (forms that show short vowels such as ritt, bund etc.). Whether 
these expression types are eventually defined in terms of vowel length, vowel tenseness or 
even syllable cut may be left open in the present context. Likewise a decision upon the
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Given a stem vowel, membership of the respective stem form in three 
classes can be read off Table 2. For instance, sproch (in h i)  is a short mon- 
ophthongal U-form. If I wish to refer to subclasses that are defined by the 
occurrence of a specific vowel, I shall use expressions such as hl-form. If the 
differentiation in terms of length is to be neglected, 1 shall use expressions 
with orthographic vowel names such as o-form (stem form in /o:/ or hi). The 
terms l-base, A-base, U-base refer to bases that are I-forms, A-forms, and 
U-forms, respectively.

complexity types

quality
types

monophthongal diphthongal

I-form h  y  e oe/ /i: y: e: o: e:/ /ai oil

stem
vocalism

U-form /u d/ /u: o:/ /au/

A-form /a/ /a:/

short long

quantity types

Table 2. Expression types o f forms o f strong verb stems: stem vocalism

The three classifications that have been introduced serve to define the types of 
alternations (or ‘operations’) that are basic constituents of ablaut in German, 
viz. change of quality type, change of complexity type, and change of quantity 
type.

2.3 Change o f quality type and change o f complexity type
As noted above, the stems of verbs of the third and fourth class (such as 
BINDl ) each have as their primary forms three forms of distinct quality types 
(I-form. A-form, U-form). This observation may be generalised. It holds of 
stems of strong verbs that have a monophthongal base: distinct primary forms 
of a given stem belong to different quality types', in this case ablaut is change

status of diphthongs need not be made here. The chosen notation meets the necessity to 
make it clear which stem forms belong to which classes.
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of quality type (or qualitative ablaut, for short). If there is no change of quality 
type (as with stems of verbs of the first class), there is a change o f complexity 
type: a diphthongal base alternates with a monophthongal ablaut form. On the 
other hand, mere change of length is not sufficient for ablaut in German: a 
change of quantity type cannot occur on its own but must be at the same time a 
change of quality type or complexity type.

Stems of strong verbs have two or three primary forms, and there are 
three quality types. Thus there are six ways of combining two primary forms 
(a base and an ablaut form) of different quality types; all of these occur in 
German as the examples show, cf.:

base-form, ablaut-form examples

I-form, U-form

I-form, A-form 
A-form, I-form 
A-form, U-form 
U-form, I-form 
U-form, A-form

gieß-goss 
schind—schund 

mess—maß 
fall—fiel 

schaff—schuf 
ruf-rief 

komm—kam

There are two complexity types but there are no diphthongal A-forms. Ablaut 
forms are never diphthongal in German, thus there are only two ways of com-
bining two primary stem forms of identical quality types, cf.:

I-form, I-form reil-ritt
U-form. U-form sauf—soff

There is only one way of combining three primary stem forms of different 
quality types in German, cf.:

I-form, A-form, U-form
sing—sang—sung 

sprech—sprach—sproch

No other combinations are allowed in German.
Stems with diphthongal bases usually do not exhibit a change of quality 

type between their forms. The large majority of these stems (viz. the stems of 
verbs of the first class) have ei—►/'-alternation (thus alternation between 
1-forms).
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In Contemporary Standard German, ablaut is change o f quality type or 
change o f complexity type.17 Thus ablaut forms are clearly distinguished as 
against bases (and against each other): their vocalism meets a defined standard 
of dissimilarity. The proposed characterisation of ablaut excludes a consider-
able number of conceivable vowel alternations (^//-alternation in particular), 
but, of course, it does not yet define the limits of ablaut. After all, umlaut 
involves a change of quality type, too (though the direction of umlaut, 
back—»front, is inverted as compared to the most prominent cases of ablaut 
and, moreover, umlaut vowels are not allowed in ablaut forms). In order to 
approach a more decisive demarcation of ablaut, the particular vowels that 
occur in ablaut forms have to be considered (the ‘ablaut vowels’).

2.4 Ablaut vowels
The inventory of ablaut vowels is heavily restricted. An approach that charac-
terises alternations in terms of types of forms can account for such restrictions 
in a natural way. Consider some change of quality type, A—»I-altemation for 
instance (as in fall—>fiel), thus ablaut forms that are I-forms. This characterisa-
tion is rather unspecific and in itself does not fix the ablaut form’s vowel. But 
among I-forms, /-forms (i.e., forms in /i:/ or III) enjoy a special status: /-forms 
are, as it were, ‘prototypical’ members (or ‘best exemplars’) of the larger class 
of I-forms. Hence, if the regularities of ablaut demand an I-form (without 
imposing any more specific requirements), it may be expected that an /-form is 
called for. Otherwise there should be an additional stipulation to the contrary. 
Vice versa, a specific regulation has to be assumed to be effective only if the 
form in question does not belong to the expected prototype. I take it, then, 
that, in the general case, the particular vowel of an ablaut form need not be 
specified. To know the quality type and the quantity type will do. Pending any 
specifications to the contrary, ablaut forms that are I-forms or U-forms are /- 
forms or u-forms, respectively; and trivially, A-forms are u-forms. (Actually, 
this ‘default rule’ might be adopted quite independently of any considerations 
specific to ablaut.)

There are six ways of changing between quality types, viz. I—»U-, I—>A-, 
A—»I-, A—»U-, U—»I-, and U—»A-alternation. As may be gathered from the 
examples given in Section 2.3, only I—»U-altemation requires a supplementary 
regulation; in all of the remaining cases of qualitative ablaut, ablaut forms are 
invariably /-forms, a-forms or «-forms and thus specification of the ablaut 
form’s quality type is indeed sufficient to fix the ablaut vowel (except for its 
length).

17 For a discussion of apparent counter-examples see Section 2.7, infra.
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Mostly, ablaut forms due to I—>U-alternation do not conform to the de-
fault rule. As ablaut forms are never diphthongal and as there are two sub- 
types of monophthongal U-forms, viz. «-form and «-form, this means that the 
forms in question are «-forms (cf. sprech-^sproch). However, there is a mi-
nority of stems like BINDL, SINGL, and TRINKL that are not subject to this spe-
cial treatment. The default rule takes over again, and I—►U-alternation results 
in «-forms (bund, sung, trunk, which are ‘participle stems’). This applies to 
stems in which the stem vowel is followed by nd/ng/nk. As for these ‘na- 
sal+consonant-stems’ (or ‘NC-stems’, for short), the special regulation that 
requires «-forms is suspended. Its results would not fit into German phonotac- 
tics.18

As regards stems that show change of complexity type, ablaut forms due 
to U-+U-alternation join the pattern of I—►U-altemation. In sum, ablaut forms 
due to I—>U-altemation or U—»U-altemation do not conform to the default rule 
if possible; they are, as a rule, «-forms. (Here the proviso ‘if possible’ ac-
counts for the exclusion of NC-stems.) No other special stipulations concern-
ing ablaut vowels are needed. Given this, it suffices to specify the quality type 
and the quantity type of an ablaut form in order to fix its stem vowel.

2.5 Change o f quantity type
Quantitative ablaut (i.e., change of quantity type between stem forms) in 
German is a poorly understood phenomenon. Reference grammars record 
patterns of quantitative ablaut on a case-by-case basis (e.g., Curme 1922: 302, 
305) but no uniform overall picture emerges (cf. Segeral 1995: 80-84). Gen-
erative rules have also been proposed but the systematic role of quantitative 
ablaut has remained obscure.19

As a first step towards uncovering the regularity of quantitative ablaut, 
two kinds of quantitative change may be distinguished:

18 With these stems, the vowel is followed by a nasal+consonant-cluster or by the velar 
nasal (which, from a phonotactic point of view, ‘counts’ as a nasal+consonant-cluster in 
German) but h i  hardly ever occurs in this context, at least in ‘native’ stems. Hence the 
‘aberrant’ ablaut formation (that is, the appearance of /u/ ‘instead o f  h i)  found with NC- 
stems is regarded as an interference crossing the proper regularities of ablaut (Durrell 1980: 
21, Barbour 1982: 343).
19 See Wurzel (1970); Bittner (1995: 191) offers an amended version of Wurzel’s rule (as 
regards descriptive adequacy) but he does not arrive at a clarification of the relationship 
between qualitative and quantitative ablaut, let alone of the function of quantitative ablaut.
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Short—>long-alternation. A short base alternates with a long ablaut form.
Examples: /a/—*/i:/ (fall-fiel), /e/—*/a:/ (sprech-sprach), /a/—*/u:/ (schaff-schuf)

Long^> short-alternation. A long base (i.e., a diphthongal or a long
monophthongal base) alternates with a short ablaut form.
Examples: /i:/—>/o/ (gieß-goss), /au/—»/o/ (sauf-soff), /at/—»/i/ (reit-ritt)

(For convenience, I shall also use the terms lengthening and shortening.) The 
majority of stems do not allow a change of quantity between their forms, that 
is, long bases correspond to long ablaut forms (e.g., bleib-blieb; stehl-stahl- 
stohl); and short bases correspond to short ablaut forms (e.g., bind-band- 
bund). The question arises, which types of stems do allow quantitative change 
at all?

In forms of strong verb stems, short vowels are not allowed to appear be-
fore voiced obstruents.20 To be sure, this fact does not constitute a peculiarity 
of verbal stem formation. As is well known, sequences of short vowel plus 
voiced obstruent are highly marked in German from a phonotactic point of 
view (Heidolph et al. 1981: 980, 985).21 When they do occur at all (e.g., in 
forms of nouns such as EBBEW, FLAGGEW) this usually points to non-native 
origin (Paul 1916: 273, 301, from Low German). It does not come as a sur-
prise, then, that strong verb stems such as SCHIEBL, h e b l , l i e g l , or g r a b l  do 
not allow quantitative change. In their forms, vowels are long throughout as 
they are followed by voiced obstruents.22 Thus stems are exempt from quanti-
tative ablaut if ablaut vowels are immediately followed by voiced obstruents. 
The same holds when stem forms end in a vowel (cf. SEHL).

On the other hand, stem vowels may be either long or short when they 
are followed by voiceless consonants; cf., e.g., bases in short vowel plus /$/, 
/{/, Is/ (sprech, stech, treff, schaff.ess, mess etc.) and in long vowel or diph-
thong plus /g/, /f7, /s/ (kriech, riech, trief, schlaf, lauf, ruf, gieß etc.). In fact, it 
is stems that have forms such that the segment immediately following the stem

20 I follow a traditional practice in using the distinction voiced/voiceless, which might be 
replaced by lenis/fortis (Kohler 1995: 157). Nothing depends on a specific analysis of 
German consonantism in the present context.
21 Not only in German, of course; see Kohler (1995: 159 et passim) and, in particular with 
respect to diachrony, d’Alquen (1979), and the literature quoted there.
22 This assumes a phonological level where ‘final obstruent devoicing has not yet applied’. 
The final obstruents in question may be voiceless due to final devoicing when stem forms 
such as schob of SCHIEB0 appear in verb forms such as schob, schobt, schobst. However, 
final devoicing is not relevant to ablaut regularities (Halle 1953: 46). (No specific account 
of final devoicing need be presupposed in the present context.)
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vowel is a voiceless consonant which make up the proper domain of quantita-
tive ablaut: long—»short-alternation (e.g., gieß-goss) as well as short—»long- 
alternation (e.g., schajf-schuf) can be found.23 Not all alternations that apply 
to these stems do involve a change of quantity type (cf. stech-stoclr, brat- 
briet), but, in principle, stems of this type are subject to quantitative ablaut.

Finally, consider sonorant stems, i.e., stems such that vowels are fol-
lowed by sonorants (/r/, /!/, Ini, /m/, /rj/). Stems with long bases ending in 
liquids (like FRIERL, STEHLl ) behave like those with bases ending in voiced 
obstruents. Otherwise, change of quality type may be accompanied by change 
of quantity type. If the sonorant is a nasal, both long—»short-alternation (cf. 
n e h m l : /neuii/—»/nom/) and short—»long-alternation (cf. KOMML: /kom/—» 
/ka:m/) are possible. If it is a liquid, there may be short—»long-alternation 
( f a l l l : /fal/—>/fi:l/). But mostly, sonorant stems do not permit a change of 
quantity type. The most outstanding group of sonorant stems (including, e.g., 
SINGl , t r i n k l ), which forms the core of the traditional third class, is excluded 
from quantitative ablaut, since long vowels are not allowed before /rj/ in Ger-
man. Actually, all sonorant stems that have short I-bases (not only the ones 
from the slNGL-group) are exempted from quantitative ablaut (e.g., s c h w i m m l , 
HELFl ). This may be regarded as a matter of ‘family resemblance’ (cf. Section 
4.4, infra). In fact, there are only four sonorant stems in German that show 
primary forms of different quantity types, viz. NEHML, KOMML, FALLl , h a l t l ; 
these may be listed as lexically marked cases.

Thus two classes of stems of strong verbs can be distinguished: those that 
do permit quantitative ablaut and those that do not. Membership is, as a rule, 
determined on the basis of the consonantism of the stem: stems that have 
ablaut forms in vowel+voiceless obstruent may undergo quantitative ablaut, 
others must not; exceptions: NEHML, KOMML, FALL1', HALT1, subject to, and 
BIETl , exempt from quantitative ablaut (cf. note 25, infra).

Given the set of stems that may undergo quantitative ablaut, it remains to 
be seen what the triggers are for short—»long-alternation and for long—»short- 
alternation, respectively. Prima facie the situation is somewhat confusing. 
Consider stems that have bases ending in a voiceless fricative. Even with one 
and the same post-vocalic consonant, long bases may alternate with long or 21

21What is decisive is the consonantism of the ablaut form, which may differ (phonologically, 
not merely phonetically as in the case of final devoicing) from the consonantism of the base, 
in particular on account of remaining effects of Verner’s law, cf., e.g., si e d e n w: sieden- 
sott-gesotten-, similarly, SCHNEIDEN , LEIDENW. (Consonantal alternations, which are 
exhibited by some strong verbs, will not be discussed as they do not affect the regularities 
of vowel change.)
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short ablaut forms; and short bases may alternate with long or short ablaut 
forms as well, cf.:

As will be shown, it is the interrelation of change of quality, change of com-
plexity and change of quantity that answers for the distribution of short—dong- 
vs. long—>short-altemations. First, however, note that the two types of quanti-
tative alternation differ drastically as regards their phonotactic effects. Alterna-
tion of vowel quantity is regularly found before voiceless consonants (frica-
tives, in particular); but, by phonotactic preferences, in this context the ap-
pearance of short vowels is ‘normal’ or expected while the appearance of long 
vowels is, as it were, ‘conspicuous’, i.e., marked. Therefore in such contexts 
long—»short-alternation results in a phonotactic normalisation o f the derived 
form', for instance, the ablaut form goss /gos/ of GIESSL shows normal length as 
opposed to the base gieß /gi:s/. In contrast, short—dong-alternation regularly 
results in a phonotactic marking o f the derived form', for instance, the ablaut 
form maß /ma:s/ of MESSL shows marked length as opposed to the base mess 
/mes/.24 The distinction between length normalisation and length marking 
provides the key for understanding how quantitative ablaut is put to use for 
functional purposes (see Section 3).

2.6 Simple ablaut and full ablaut
Using classifications of stem forms according to vowel quality, complexity and 
quantity, I have identified three types of operations involved in ablaut. Ablaut 
always includes a change of quality type or a change o f complexity type, and 
in addition it may include a change of quantity type. These operations are the 
constituent parts of two alternation types that make up ablaut in Modern Ger-
man. I shall look at stems with monophthongal bases first.

All stems of strong verbs that have monophthongal bases show ablaut by 
change of quality type; there are six ways of changing quality types, but, as a 
matter of fact, the majority of these stems show I—>U-ablaut. As compared to

24 Here is how Jacob Grimm put it: “ [...] der auslaut sz liebt vor sich kurzes a [...], selbst 
in lasz (sine) und lassen (sinere) fügt diesem gebot sich die organische länge (mhd. \Sß 
läjen). umgekehrt hält in asz aszen, frasz fraszen, vergasz vergaszen, masz maszen, sasz 
saszen neben der dehnung auch der inlaut sz stand.” (Dt.Wb. s.v. “A”.)

s c h la f ^ /jla:J7—»/Jli:f/
tr ie f 1’ /tri:f7—*/trof/
t r e f f 1’ /tre f—*/tra:f7
t re ff l  /tref/—>/trof/

(long—dong) 
(long—►short) 
(short—idong) 
(short—>short)
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other changes of quality type, I—̂ -alternation shows greater variation, ablaut 
forms being o-forms or «-forms; the remaining types show greater regularity, 
ablaut forms invariably conforming to the default rule given above. Obviously, 
among changes of quality type, I—>U-altemation must be assigned a special 
status. In fact, given well-known criteria of markedness (Greenberg 1966), 
these observations indicate that I—»U-altemation must be considered the 
unmarked change of quality type.

With regard to quantitative ablaut, there are two types to be distin-
guished, viz. shortening, which provides forms of normalised length, on the 
one hand, and lengthening, which provides forms of marked length, on the 
other. The junction between change of quality type and change of quantity 
type turns out to be straightforward. The unmarked change of quality type 
(I—̂ -alternation) is coupled with shortening; otherwise change of quality 
type is coupled with lengthening.25 Remarkably, there is not a single stem that 
shows 1—»U-alternation combined with lengthening, nor a single stem that 
shows another change of quality type combined with shortening. We find it 
confirmed that I—»U-alternation is opposed to all of the remaining changes of 
quality type. As it is the unmarked type of qualitative ablaut and combines 
with normalisation of length, it may be referred to as simple ablaut.

Of course, lengthening as well as shortening can apply only if a stem be-
longs to the class of stems that are subject to quantitative ablaut at all. If a 
stem from this class shows I—>U-alternation. then the ablaut form is invariably 
short. Unless the base is short anyway, there will be a change of quantity type. 
E.g., the stems FLIESSL (long base, /fli:s/) and SPRECHL (short base, /jpre5/) 
show I-^U-alternation; as the vowels are followed by voiceless fricatives, 
these stems are subject to quantitative ablaut; in this case, either both base and 
ablaut form are short (/fpre^/—>/JprD9/) or a long base alternates with a short 
ablaut form (/flits/—>/fbs/). In summary, ablaut forms due to simple ablaut are 
short i f  possible.26

25 This holds also of the four stems in sonorants that are subject to quantitative ablaut, viz. 
n e h m l , k o m m l , FALLl , HALTl . E.g., NEHMl  with a long base and I—»U-ablaut shows 
shortening (nehm—>nomm), falll  with a short base and A—»I-ablaut shows lengthening 
(/a//—►//«/). As noted above, there is one stem (biet 1) that is exceptionally exempted from 
quantitative ablaut. BlEr1" shows I—>U-alternation (biet—*bot) but no shortening, which 
would be expected on account of the post-vocalic voiceless obstruent (cf. Grimm 1870: 
903). Incidentally, the preference for short vowels is generally rather weak in the case of/t/ 
as compared to other voiceless consonants (d’Alquen 1979: 196, with references). On 
SIEDl  see note 23, supra.
26 «//'-alternation is coupled with shortening, too. Hence t ret l  and n e h ml  show /e:/—>/i/- 
alternation as they are from the class of stems that are subject to quantitative ablaut. 
Long—►short-alternation with ge bl  (Curme 1922: 253) or even LESl  is now considered 
non-standard; see the pronouncing dictionaries and cf. also Paul (1917: 229): colloquial
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All of the remaining changes of quality type (I—>A, A->I, A—>U, U—>1, 
U—>A) trigger lengthening, i.e., ablaut forms are long i f  possible. If a stem that 
is subject to quantitative ablaut shows one of these alternations, then the 
ablaut form concerned is invariably long. Unless the base is long anyway, 
there will be a change of quantity type. Hence all of the following ablaut forms 
are long: sprach (from sprech by I—»A-altemation), briet (from brat by A—>1- 
altemation), schuf (from schaff by A—̂ -alternation), rief (from ruf by U—>1- 
altemation), and kam (from komm by U—»A-alternation); the corresponding 
bases are partly short, partly long.

As a result, stem vowels of ablaut forms due to these alternations are, as 
a rule, so-called point vowels, that is, vowels of extreme qualities, located, as 
it were, at the points of the vowel triangle (thus maximally differentiated 
vowels in Martinet’s sense).27 These are /i:/, /u:/ and the a-vowels, /a:/ and /a/ 
(which, in Standard German, are differentiated only in terms of length, Kohler 
1995: 170). This regularity overrides even strong phonotactic preferences (or 
aversions, cf. Curme 1922: 14-15), producing stem forms like hielt /hi:lt/, 
base: halt, and wuchs /wu:ks/, base: wachs, which have long vowels although 
the stem terminates in a consonantal cluster; cf. also wusch /wu:j7, base: 
wasch, which has a long vowel before /J7. It is crossed only by the ban on long 
vowels before /if, which rules out quantitative ablaut; only in this extremely 
rare case, A—>I-ablaut produces an ablaut form in a non-point vowel (cf. 
f a n g l : /faiy—»-/fir)/).

If ablaut vowels are point vowels, this will tend to maximise formal con-
trasts between base and ablaut forms. Further, as noted above, lengthening 
usually produces ablaut forms of marked length; thus in these cases the means 
available for ablaut are, as it were, made use of in full. Hence I refer to this 
type, covering all changes of quality type except I—»U-altemation, as full 
ablaut.

Vowels of ablaut forms due to I—»U-altemation are invariably non-point 
vowels (viz. /o/, /o:/, /u/); thus the ablaut forms concerned cannot be confused

North German. Secondary stem forms that are formed by means of umlaut do not show 
quantitative change.
27 Cf. Martinet (1957: 264): “[vowels that occupy] the corners of the vocalic triangle”. As 
has often been noticed, point vowels have a privileged position in vowel systems (cf., in 
particular, Jakobson 1941), and it is assumed that the preference for point vowels is related 
to their favourable articulatory and auditive properties (cf. Stevens 1972). Apparently, 
ablaut forms that show point vowels are optimal if reliable differentiation and salience are 
‘desiderata’.
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with forms due to A—»U-altemation, which are /u:/-forms.28 The special regu-
lation that requires ablaut forms to be o-forms in case of I—»U-alternation 
(apart from NC-stems, which, in their turn, allow only short ablaut forms) 
serves to contribute to the sharp contrast between the two types of ablaut. As 
summarised in Table 3 (next page), there is a linkage between I—»U-alter- 
nation, shortening, and non-default ablaut vowels on the one hand side, and 
between the remaining changes of quality type, lengthening, and default ablaut 
vowels on the other hand side. The combined effect of opposite regulations 
concerning ablaut vowels’ quality and quantity results in a clearly distin-
guished vocalism of ablaut forms of stems with monophthongal bases: the sets 
of ablaut vowels found with simple and full ablaut are disjoint. Thus the two 
types of ablaut may be conveniently identified by reference to the ablaut vow-
els involved: simple ablaut is o-ablaut, ablaut forms being o-forms in the 
regular case. It is to be understood that cases where Vu/ substitutes for /o/’ are 
included. As for full ablaut, three subcases are to be distinguished in terms of 
ablaut vowels, viz. i-ablaut, a-ablaut, and u-ablaut, ablaut forms being IvJ- or 
/i/-forms, /a:/- or /a/-forms, and /u:/-forms, respectively.

The distinction simple ablaut vs. full ablaut is drawn in terms of formal 
properties of stem form alternations; on the other hand, it is functionally rele-
vant: as will be shown in Section 3, these two types of ablaut correspond to 
two distinct functions of ablaut. Consequently, simple and full ablaut may 
combine, i.e., there are stems like s p r e c h l  that show both simple and full 
ablaut (sprech^sproch, sprech—*sprach). On the other hand, /-ablaut, u- 
ablaut, and a-ablaut, being varieties of full ablaut, cannot combine. Of the five 
changes of quality type that are covered by full ablaut, A—»U-alternation is 
found with a severely restricted group that comprises only nine stems (cf. 
Section 4.5, infra), U—»A-altemation is found with one stem only (KOMML). 
Apart from these, given the quality type of the base, the distribution of varie-
ties of full ablaut is fixed (by the general rule that requires change of quality 
type): a-ablaut is found only with I-bases (I—»A-altemation), /-ablaut is found 
with other bases (A—»I-altemation, U—»I-altemation).

28 Ablaut forms formed by A—»U-alternation cannot but be long owing to a restriction on 
the form of the bases concerned; cf. Section 4.5, infra. (On ERSCHALLL see Section 2.7, 
infra.)
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simple
ablaut

full
ablaut

Ablaut as applied to stems that have diphthongal bases differs from ablaut as 
found with stems that have monophthongal bases only in one respect: usually, 
there is no change of quality type. Apart from this, the characterisations of 
simple and full ablaut given above carry over to stems with diphthongal bases.

As for stems with monophthongal bases, simple ablaut has been charac-
terised as combining I—>U-altemation with shortening. As regards diphthongal 
bases, in the absence of a change of quality type, there are two cases of simple 
ablaut to be distinguished, (i) The base is an I-form, as usual; the ablaut form 
belongs to the same type. This is I—d-alternation. (ii) The ablaut form is a 
U-form, as usual; the base form belongs to the same type. This is U—*U- 
altemation. Type (i) is the majority case, type (ii) is the minority case. As is 
characteristic of simple ablaut, length alternation is shortening, i.e., ablaut 
forms are short if possible, and again ablaut forms that are U-forms are re-
forms. Of course, if quantitative ablaut is not applicable, ablaut forms are long, 
diphthongal bases being long. Cf.:

—  REISSl , I-base, subject to quantitative ablaut, the ablaut form is a short /- 
form (reiß—>riss /ris/),

—  r e i b l , I-base, not subject to quantitative ablaut, the ablaut form is a long 
/-form (reib—>rieh /ri:b/),

—  SAUFl , U-base, subject to quantitative ablaut, the ablaut form is a short o- 
form (sauf—*soff /zof/),

—  SAUGl , U-base, not subject to quantitative ablaut, the ablaut form is a 
long «-form (saug—*sog /zo:g/).

With monophthongal bases, simple ablaut is «-ablaut, and, naturally, ablaut 
found with SAUFL and SAUGL can be subsumed under this type. As regards

qualitative ablaut quantitative ablaut ablaut vowels

1—U
shortening 

if  applicable
/o/, /o:/ 

(/u/)

A—U
I—A, U—A 
A—*1, U—l

lengthening 
if  applicable

/i:/, /a:/, /a/, /u:/ 
(/i/)

( ) :  occurs only in ablaut forms of NC-stems

Table 3. Simple vs. full ablaut (monophthongal bases)
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I—»I-altemation, a second variety of simple ablaut has to be recognised, which 
may be referred to as i-monophthongisation. The two subtypes of simple 
ablaut are in complementary distribution: /-monophthongisation is restricted to 
e/-bases; otherwise simple ablaut is o-ablaut.

Stems that have diphthongal bases rarely show full ablaut: there are only 
two or three such stems. They are recognisable by having long ablaut forms 
while being subject to quantitative ablaut. Change of quality type is possible. 
HEISSl  (ablaut form: hieß /hits/) and LAUF1' (ablaut form: lie f/ li:f7) are cases in 
point. (Of course, the ablaut forms cannot be due to simple ablaut, as they had 
to be short in this case.) As for LAUFl , ablaut is full ablaut also on account of 
the change of quality type (U—H-alternation).29 In both cases, it is /-ablaut.

In sum, diphthongal bases may show ablaut formations familiar from 
stems that have monophthongal bases, viz. o-ablaut and /-ablaut. But the 
majority of stems with diphthongal bases show neither o-ablaut nor a variety 
of full ablaut, but i-monophthongisation (that is, I—>I-alternation coupled with 
shortening).30

2.7 Special present tense formations
As has been pointed out, there are a few cases of o- and /-ablaut where bases 
belong to the quality type that is characteristic of the corresponding ablaut 
forms, e.g., SAUFl  and HEISSl . However, this is attached to the condition that 
there be a change of complexity type and the formation of ablaut forms is in 
conformance with the general patterns. The base forms are peculiar but the 
alternations still fit into the system of ablaut.

There are a few more cases that show, traditionally speaking, ‘special 
present tense formation’ (“besondere Art der Präsensbildung”, Paul 1917: 
200; cf. also Wurzel 1970). Consider the traditional fifth class. As a rule, 
bases are e-forms and there is o-ablaut; in addition, there are ‘secondary 
stems’ formed by ^//-alternation and umlaut, respectively; cf., e.g., t r e t l : 
tret—>trat, tret—stritt, trat—*trät. The ‘secondary present tense stems’ formed 
by ^//-alternation occur in verb forms of the 2nd/3rd person singular present 
indicative and in the imperative; this conforms to the standard use of

29 Another case is HAUl  provided its choice-language past form hieb is still considered 
standard. It has been widely replaced by the weak form haut (Paul 1917: 241).
30 This is reflected in the usual classification of strong verbs, where verbs that show /- 
monophthongisation make up the first class while verbs like sa u fe n " and l a u fe n " are put 
into the second and seventh class, respectively. SCHEIDL, formerly also in the seventh class 
(compare the adjective BESCHEIDEN;, is not subject to quantitative ablaut. Hence, in this 
case, length of the ablaut form (/Ji:d/) fails to signal full ablaut. Consequently, it is now 
treated as a case of /-monophthongisation, and accordingly sc h e id e n "  is in the first class.
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///-alternation. But there are three stems, viz. BITTL, LIEGl , SITZl , that are 
special. True, they show the same repertoire of forms as other stems of the 
same class. Compare, e.g., t r e t l  and b i t t l :

/e:/-form /i/-form /a:/-form /e:/-form

TRET1": tret tritt trat trat
BITTL: bet bitt bat bat

What is different in the case of BITTL (as compared to TRETL) is that the hl- 
form is used in all present tense forms of the verb. (Each of the three special 
stems has an I-form in III or /i:/ that occurs in the infinitive — bitten, liegen, 
sitzen — and another I-form in lei or le:l that occurs in the participle — 
gebeten, gelegen, gesessen. Hence the Duden-grammar lists three gradations 
that are idiosyncratic to these verbs: /i/-/a:/-/e:/, /i:/-/a:/-/e:/, and /i/-/a:/-/e/, 
cf. Table 1). But evidently, the difference does not pertain to the make-up of 
stem forms but to their function. From a synchronic viewpoint, BITTL, LIEGL, 
SITZ1 may be taken to exhibit what may be called extended application o f 
e/i-alternation. At all events, the particularity found with these stems does not 
pertain to ablaut; there is no 7—»e-ablaut’ (Wurzel 1970: 77).31

HÄNGENW (cf. Paul 1917: 239f.) provides another case where the ‘secon-
dary present tense stem’ is used in all present tense forms, though in this case 
it is formed by means of umlaut. As concerns the make-up of forms, HÄNGL 
(hang, häng, hing) is not different from FANGL (fang, fang, fing), which shows 
ablaut (/a/—>/i/-altemation) as well as umlaut. Again, there is no exception to 
the above finding that, as far as monophthongal bases are concerned, ablaut 
requires a change of quality type.

Two more cases have to be mentioned. U-forms may be due to either 
simple ablaut (//-ablaut) or full ablaut (//-ablaut). Typical examples are:

fließ^ flo ss  (I—>U-altemation, shortening, ablaut form: o-form)
schaff—*schuf (A—>U-alternation, lengthening, ablaut form: //-form)

SCHWÖR1 is a stem that shows o-ablaut, the principle parts of the verb 
SCHWÖRENw being schwören-schwor-geschworen. But dictionaries and 
grammars still list the past tense form schwur, usually adding a qualification 
such as ‘obsolete’, cf. Drosdowski et al. (1995: 139), or ‘elevated’, cf. Paul 
(1917: 235). On account of its vowel, lu:l, schwur must be due to full ablaut.

31 See also Paul (1917: 219, 229) and compare Paul’s comments on cases where /'-forms 
have spread to the whole present tense, e.g., w ie g e n w vs. BEWEGENw/ERWÄGENw.
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Yet the base, which is an I-form, not an A-form, does not fit into the pattern. 
Moreover, if schwur (‘past stem’) and schwor ( ‘participle stem’) are assumed 
to coexist as ablaut forms of SCHWÖRL in the standard language, then this is a 
case where two distinct ablaut forms belong to the same quality type, viz. 
U-form — contrary to the general pattem.32

However, this virtually unique situation, if it exists, must be ascribed to a 
(not yet complete) changeover from one class to another. In Old High German, 
the verb in question is in the sixth class, but it shows a special present tense 
formation (Paul 1917: 200). The modem /u:/-form goes back to the sixth class 
pattem, but the aberrant base vocalism has caused the verb to leave this class. 
In Contemporary German, it is in the second class, i.e., it shows o-ablaut, in 
conformance with its base vocalism. The old ablaut form has survived for a 
long time, significantly in the case of a verb that, owing to its meaning 
(‘swear, vow’), may be expected in solemn or ceremonial speech. However, 
its being abandoned or becoming out of date evinces the efficacy of the syn-
chronic regularities.33

While an /u:/-form is an irregular ablaut form if the base is an I-form, 
o-ablaut requires an I-base (unless the base is diphthongal). But again there is 
one anomalous case. ERSCHALLl  is a stem with an A-base and yet it has the 
ablaut form erscholl, which, on account of its vowel, h i, must be due to 
o-ablaut. The make-up of the ablaut form is inconspicuous, following the 
model of verbs of the second class (like q u e l l l ; cf. Middle High German 
SCHELLl ). Again, the base does not fit into the pattern. Actually, the present 
tense form is taken over from the corresponding weak verb (see Dt.Wb s.v. 
SCHALLENW); this is a case of suppletion. Moreover, the simple verb SCHAL- 
LENW usually shows weak forms; the strong past participle is practically miss-
ing. As for ERSCHALLENW, grammars recognise both weak and strong forms as 
being customary. Diachronically, at least, it is a case of a mixed verb. The 
present approach discloses and locates its synchronic anomaly (which con-
cerns the present tense form, not the ablaut form). At all events, (e r )s c h a l l l

32 A stem that has a U-form as a primary form may still have an umlauted subjunctive form, 
the non-umlauted counter part of which would be another U-form (st erb en w: stürbe vs. 
gestorben).
33 See Forssman (1999) on the diachrony of s c h w ö r e n ", and also Theobald (1992: 103— 
108, 136-139, with references). In the case of s c h w ö r e n ") past indicative forms in lu:l are 
sometimes listed as the only or as the preferred or more common forms (Curme 1922: 313). 
Some grammars (e.g., Drosdowski et al. 1995: 135) also list /u:/-forms of the obsolete verb 
an h e be n w ‘begin’, but usually not in the case of (AN)he be n w ‘lift’, and subjunctive forms 
in ly.l. Basically, the situation is the same as with s c h w ö r e n ") but in this case the /u:/- 
forms (and /y:/-forms) are definitely archaic.
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is not a ‘normal’ strong verb stem. On account of its marginal status, it will be 
disregarded in the following.

Finally, the verb KOMMENw is usually assigned to the fourth class of 
strong verbs (gradation e-a-o, cf. NEHMENW) although its ‘principal parts’ are 
kommen-kam-gekommen,34 Its base vocalism would have to be regarded as 
deviant. By the present synchronic approach, however, the stem KOMML shows 
ordinary o-ablaut (komm—*kam): it has one (and only one) ablaut form (kam), 
which is an A-form, and there is short—»long-alternation. However, KOMML is 
the only stem that shows U—»A-alternation.35

3 Functions of ablaut

3.1 Functional types
It is customary to distinguish what may be called functional types of stem 
forms. Usually, these are referred to as ‘present stem’, ‘past stem’ and ‘parti-
ciple stem’. In terms of the present approach, the differentiation of functional 
types constitutes a classification of stem forms (i.e., forms of stem lexemes), 
namely, a classification that accounts for the stem forms’ functions. Of course, 
these are related to the (functional) categorisations of the forms of verbs that 
contain the stem forms in question (cf. Lieb 1983: Section 11.3, 1992).

In addition to the named three primary types there are the so-called ‘sec-
ondary present tense stems’ and ‘secondary past tense stems’. The differentia-
tion of primary and secondary stem forms is a matter of subclassifying the sets 
of present and past tense stem forms, respectively. The received terminology 
(primary-secondary) obviously reflects the assumption that secondary forms 
are derived from their primary counter-parts. It also points to the observation 
that this subdifferentiation does not always apply, that is, there are stems such 
that one or both secondary forms are missing. No doubt, the primary- 
secondary-differentiation imposes an order of markedness on functional types.

An order in terms of markedness may also be established among primary 
stem forms. The traditional differentiation of three ‘primary stems’ tends to 
give the impression that these three types were on an equal footing, but they 14 15

14 In particular in historical grammars but also in reference grammars of Contemporary 
German; see, e.g., Curme (1922: 311).
15 It may be noted that some of the forms of anomalous verbs conform to standard ablaut 
patterns. w e sl  functions as a suppletive stem of SEINW used in past tense forms; it has a- 
ablaut, wes—*war (and consonantal change); cf. l es l . Similarly, the past forms of g e he nw  
are built on GANGl , which shows /-ablaut (gang—*ging); cf. fa n g l . w e r d l  has an o-ablaut 
form word', cf. w e r b l .
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are positively not.36 Stem forms must not be classified into three types of equal 
rank; such a classification would be inhomogeneous, a mixing of two criteria 
that interact in the differentiation of the three functional types, viz. tense and 
fmitude. The traditional three-element classification should be replaced by a 
system of two classifications: a basic classification according to tense as 
proposed by Lieb (1978) and a sub-classification in terms of fmitude.37 38

I assume, then, a classification into non-past and past forms as a first 
functional classification on the set of stem forms of strong verbs.3X This is in 
accordance with a traditional line of thought that ranks past participles — as 
the name says — among past forms. The set of past tense forms is subclassi- 
fied according to fmitude: this subclassification sets apart stem forms that 
occur in finite past verb forms (the ‘primary and secondary past tense stems’) 
from those that occur in non-finite (or ‘infinite’) past verb forms (the latter 
being tradition’s ‘participle stems’, of course). In its turn, the prima- 
ry/secondary-distinction imposes a subclassification on the set of finite past 
tense stem forms in terms of mood. Accordingly, I distinguish between finite 
past non-subjunctive forms (‘primary past stems’) and finite past subjunctive 
forms (‘secondary past stems’). To complete the classification system the 
traditional distinction between ‘primary and secondary present tense stems’ 
would have to be accounted for. However, as ablaut concerns the formation of 
past forms only, this part of the classification system may be left without 
analysis for purposes of the present investigation.39

The proposed system of classifications may be presented by means of a 
classification tree that is given in Figure 1 (next page). The basic set s tro n g  is 
the set of forms of stems of strong verbs; tense, fmitude and mood are the 
names of the three classifications introduced above. Names of classes are 
obvious abbreviations. The subclassification of non-past forms is left out. For

36 Compare, for instance, Augst (1975: 251), who assumes that in Modem German a 
formerly given discrepancy between four ‘ablaut grades’ and three ‘tense grades’ (“4 
Ablaut- aber 3 Tempusstufen”) has been remedied. This would seem to imply that the three 
‘primary stems’ are differentiated solely in terms of tense (cf. 266: “[...] wird der Vokal-
wechsel allein mit der Tempusunterscheidung belastet.”).
17 Cf. also Halle & Marantz (1993), who assume two features, [± past] and [± participle], 
and see Wunderlich & Fabri (1995) on the feature [± AGR]. For discussion of the non- 
morphemic character of notions such as ‘past stem’ see Blevins (2003).
38 Significantly, in the case of ‘tense stems’ of weak verbs, this distinction is the only one 
that applies, cf. lob (non-past) vs. lobt (past).
39 Lieb (1978: 206) distinguishes three types of present tense stem forms because there are 
two varieties of ‘secondary present tense stems’; those that show umlaut are restricted to 
the 2nd/3rd person singular present indicative while those that show //e-alternation are used 
with imperatives in addition.
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convenience, I have put the usual names of functional types below the end-
points of the classification system.4"

strong

tense

non-past

fmitude
I------------------

non-fin-past

mood
I----------------------1

fin-past-non-subj fin-past-subj

(‘present stems’) (‘participle (‘primary past (‘secondary past
stems’) stems’) stems’)

Figure 1. Functional types o f fonns o f stems o f strong verbs

As usual, the marked terms of the classifications are put on the right-hand side. 
The classification system establishes an order of markedness among the 
classes it provides — from the unmarked (primary) present tense forms to the 
most highly marked secondary past tense forms.

3.2 Syncretisms

Among the three ‘primary stems’ of a strong verb, two may be identical in 
expression form. Three types of strong verbs may be distinguished in terms of 
the identity or non-identity of the vowels of their ‘principal parts’ (in the order 
of diminishing number of pertinent verbs):40 41

fin-past

40 In a more explicit account categories would have to be relativised to idiolect systems; 
category names such as ‘strong’ would have to be replaced by ‘strong!-,.S')’; see Lieb 
(1983). The presentation in the present paper is simplified in a number of ways.
41 This classificatory criterion is found already in grammarians of the 17th and 18th century, 
in particular in Adeiung (see Adelung 1782: 803). More recently, it has been used by Grebe
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Type A. ‘Participle stem’ and ‘primary past stem’ are identical.
Type B. Three distinct ‘primary stems’.
Type C. ‘Primary present stem’ and ‘participle stem’ are identical.

Very often this classification is regarded as basic; it is less often analysed or 
discussed in any detail. However, a closer investigation of the foundation of 
syncretism patterns turns out to be revealing. The number of patterns of syn-
cretism is multiplied if syncretisms of primary and secondary forms are also 
taken into account; still, the rationale of syncretisms is simple. Any marked 
stem form (i. e., any stem form apart from the base) may be ‘missing’; if so, 
the next less specific (i.e., the next less marked) form takes over its office. As 
regards secondary forms this is obvious from traditional treatments and even 
from the terminology. Secondary stem forms may be missing, in particular 
since the vocalism of the relevant primary forms may exclude the possibility of 
forming them, and it is understood that the primary forms will substitute for 
them: if a verb stem has no secondary present form the primary present form 
applies throughout the present tense; likewise, if a verb stem has no secondary 
past form the primary past form applies throughout the past tense.

It turns out that the same ‘logic’ applies in case of syncretism between 
primary stem forms. Consider the stems FECHTL, SPRECHL and MESSL: Table 4 
(next page) lists their primary forms. These are ordered from left to right 
according to increasing markedness (as established before, cf. Figure 1). Note 
that the ‘participle stems’ are put into the middle for this reason (different from 
the usual listing of principal parts).42 The three rows that are preceded by the 
lexemes’ names show the distribution of forms among functional types. At the 
bottom the expression types are indicated (/e/-form, /o/-form, or /a:/-form). 
Table 4 also points out the functional values of the alternations that are in-
volved; this will be explained immediately. What the table says may be de-
tailed as follows.

et al. (1959), Jung (1966), Ross (1967), and Wurzel (1970), among others. Cf. also Ul- 
vestad (1956). And, of course, the syncretisms at issue have not been neglected in historical 
grammars. Wilmanns (1906) for one uses formal differentiation as his basic classificatory 
criterion opposing “Verba mit voll entwickeltem Ablaut” (25) and “Verba mit schwächer 
entwickeltem oder fehlendem Ablaut” (32).
42 But Adelung (1782: 803) used this order in presenting his classification of strong verbs 
(and in particular in introducing mnemonic names for the classes of strong verbs), certainly 
because (non-)identity of the vowels of principal parts is his superordinate criterion. It is 
also adopted (and again in order to take care of syncretisms) in Johnston (1997).
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functional type: ‘primary ‘participle ‘primary
present stem’ stem' past stem’

A. FECHT̂

B. SPRECH1

C. me ss l

expression type: 
functional value:

fecht focht

sprech sproch sprach

maß

/e/-form /o/-form /a:/-form
— past finite past

Table 4. Syncretisms among primary stem forms

The three verbal stems FECHTL, SPRECHL and MESSL each have a base in Id  
(thus an I-base). In addition, FECHTL has an a-ablaut form (i.e., an ablaut form 
formed by o-ablaut, vide supra, Section 2.6). The o-form appears in the past 
participle and in the finite past (the shaded box indicates the range of applica-
tion). o-ablaut thus functions as a general marker of past tense; put differently, 
the functional value of o-ablaut is past. MESSL has (in addition to its base) an 
o-ablaut form (i.e., an ablaut form formed by a-ablaut, vide supra, Section 
2.6). The o-form appears only in the past indicative; again the box indicates 
the range of application. The functional value of the a-ablaut form is finite 
past, that is, o-ablaut serves to mark finite past forms only.

SPRECHl  has (in addition to its base) an o-ablaut form and an a-ablaut 
form. The a-form appears in the past indicative; again, a-ablaut marks finite 
past. The o-form appears in the remaining past tense verb forms, viz. in the 
past participle; again, o-ablaut marks past tense. In this case the o-form is 
restricted to the participle since SPRECHL has an a-form that functions as a 
finite past form. The existence of this more specific form excludes the appear-
ance of the o-form of SPRECHL in finite past forms of the verb SPRECHENW.43

The bases are found in the domains that are not covered by ablaut forms. 
Secondary forms further limit the range of application of primary forms; e.g.,

43 See Kiparsky (1973) on the ‘Elsewhere-principle’ or ‘Paninian principle’; for discussion 
of its role in morphology see, among others, Anderson (1992) and Halle & Marantz (1993).
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the past form sprach is limited to the indicative of the past on account of the 
existence of the more highly specialised past subjunctive form sprach. The 
patterning of syncretisms between primary forms turns out to be due to the 
functional values of ablaut, o-ablaut forms are general past forms while 
a-ablaut forms are finite past forms. If a stem does not have a separate finite 
past form (as is the case with FECHTL), then the general past form takes over; if 
a stem does not have a general past form (as with MESSL), then the base substi-
tutes for it.

3.3 Form-function-relation
Inspection of the three example stems FECHTL, SPRECH1 and MESSL has re-
vealed that a-ablaut (a variety of full ablaut) serves as a marker of finite past 
tense, whereas o-ablaut (a variety of simple ablaut) serves as a general (unspe-
cific) marker of past tense. These observations may be generalised. It holds 
not only of these three stems, but also in general; simple ablaut serves as a 
general past marker; full ablaut serves as a specific finite past marker.

I provide another synopsis of ablaut patterns (Table 5, next page), which 
is designed to demonstrate these findings. Roman numbers in the first column 
refer to ablaut classes, i.e., classes of stem lexemes (CLASS I etc.; they will be 
defined in Section 4.1). The adjacent column lists example stems (as before, 
stem forms that occur in infinitives are used as citation forms). The next three 
columns from left to right list the vowels found in ‘(primary) present stems’, 
‘participle stems’ and ‘(primary) past stems’, respectively. If no vowel is 
given, the one found in the left neighbouring column substitutes for it. For 
instance, in the case of stems of c l a s s  i  (listed at the top), it is the vowels 
given for the ‘participle stem’ that appear in the ‘past stem’ (thus in the past 
indicative); with stems of CLASS VI (listed at the bottom), it is the vowels noted 
under ‘present stem’ that appear in past participles. The presentation should be 
self-explanatory. Indeed, it is basically the same as in Table 4. Shaded boxes 
indicate ranges of application of ablaut forms.

Instances of /-monophthongisation are given at the top. The first example 
stem (REITl ) is one that undergoes a change of quantity type, namely 
long—»short-alternation. The minus sign put into the ‘participle stem’-column 
is to draw attention to this fact. There are three more gradations that involve 
long—»short-alternation between base and ablaut form, and they are marked in 
the same way. Similarly, plus signs indicate short—»long-alternation between 
base and ablaut form.
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functional type:

l

III

IV

v

REIT
BLEIB
SCHIND
GLIMM
FECHT
ERLOSCH
SAUF
FLIESS
BIEG
LÜG
HEB
GÄR
SCHWÖR
SAUG
BIND
SPINN
BERG
SPRECH
NEHM
STEHL
GEBÄR
MESS
GEB
SITZ
BITT
LIEG
KOMM
RUF
STOSS
LAUF

VII

VI

HÄNG
FANG
FALL
BLAS
HEISS
SCHAFF
FAHR

functional value:

Table 5. Synopsis o f ablaut patterns in Contemporary Standard German
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Below that, stems are listed that exhibit only o-ablaut followed by stems 
that show o-ablaut and o-ablaut. Underneath come gradations that involve 
only o-ablaut, /-ablaut or o-ablaut. The general arrangement accords with the 
traditional order of ablaut classes of strong verbs, but VII has been placed 
between V and VI. Names of the pertinent expression types of ablaut forms 
have been put into the boxes, thus 1-form, U-form, A-form; the same proce-
dure applies to the domain of base forms (unshaded area). The arrows are 
drawn in in order to illustrate clearly the six types of change of quality type 
there are.

If a base does not belong to the class indicated, the vowel sign is put be-
tween parentheses. This concerns only a few diphthongal bases. As stems with 
diphthongal bases ordinarily do not undergo a change of quality type, these 
bases belong to the same quality types as do their ablaut forms.

Three stems of CLASS V and one of CLASS VII have an alternation form in 
the whole of the present tense that is not due to ablaut. This is indicated by the 
dotted boxes. In these cases it is the forms occurring in the ‘participle stems’ 
that figure as bases for ablaut. (Cf. supra, Section 2.7, on ‘special present 
tense formations’.) In other cases, vowels of ‘secondary stems’ are not listed. 

An uncomplicated picture emerges:

— Simple ablaut serves to mark general past forms. Bases are I-forms; 
stems undergo monophthongisation if diphthongal (ablaut forms are 
/-forms) or o-ablaut if monophthongal (ablaut forms are o-forms or, in the 
case of NC-stems, «-forms). Ablaut forms are short if possible.

— Full ablaut serves to mark finite past forms. There is a change of quality 
type; ablaut forms are o-forms, /-forms or «-forms, and they are long if 
possible.

In addition, there are two or three stems that have diphthongal U-bases and 
show o-ablaut, and one stem with a diphthongal I-base that shows /-ablaut.

In the light of these results, it should be obvious that any approach that 
derives ‘past participle stems’ from ‘primary past stems’ must do violence to 
the structure of the German ablaut system. The usual order of listing forms of 
strong verbs must not be misconstrued as a derivational scheme. An attempt to 
treat ablaut in German as a two-step derivational process (present => past => 
past participle) as proposed in Segeral & Scheer (1998) is bound to fail. By 
their approach, Segeral and Scheer are lead to assume that verbs like BIEGENW 
(biegen-bog-gebogen) have distinct underlying stem forms for past participles 
and finite past forms. But, as a matter of fact, stems of the first and second 
class conform to the normal pattern that is also found with the weak verbs: 
they employ one and the same stem form for all (non-subjunctive) past forms.
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including past participles. Even in the case of verbs like STOSSENw (stoßen- 
stieji-gestoßen), Segeral and Scheer maintain that vowels in past participles 
are derived from finite past vowels by ablaut. But, as a matter of fact, the 
verbs of the fifth, sixth and seventh class do not employ ablaut in past partici-
ple formation at all, participles showing the base forms of the stems. It must be 
recognised that the primary forms of a German strong verb stem mostly in-
clude just one ablaut form; only stems of the third and fourth class have two of 
them.

The form-function-relation found with ablaut in German is straightfor-
ward and rigid: this is the pay-off of a strictly ‘surfacisf approach to morphol-
ogy. Its surface orientation sets the present analysis apart from those ap-
proaches that try to grasp ablaut in terms of rules that apply to ‘underlying’ 
forms. Taking recourse to underlying forms only clouds the actual regulari-

44ties.
A further study of the foundations on which ablaut is built would surely 

be worthwhile. Here I confine myself to pointing to the role of iconicity as a 
basis for quantitative ablaut. Change of quantity type that produces forms of 
normalised length is used as a component of simple ablaut, which has the 
rather unspecific functional value of general past marking. On the other hand, 
change of quantity type that produces forms of marked length is used as a 
component of full ablaut, which has the more specific functional value of finite 
past marking. The diagrammatic correspondence between form and function is 
patent. The preference for bases in front vowels as opposed to ablaut forms in 
back vowels is another iconic aspect of ablaut, which, however, I cannot go 
into here.44 45

4 Inflectional classes

4.1 Ablaut classes

The traditional division of strong verb classes, each distinguished by a particu-
lar overall ablaut pattern, is not an antiquated descriptive tool of nineteenth 
century linguistics; nor is its relevance restricted to diachronic matters or to

44 Segeral & Scheer freely use non-surface ‘lexical’ forms (cf. note 12, supra) in order to 
defend their claim that German gradations are instantiations of a certain, allegedly universal 
pattern (the ‘apophonic path’). But even so, by their own count, only 59 percent of German 
strong verbs fit into the scheme; the remaining ones are, in their terms, only ‘half- 
apophonic’ or even ‘non-apophonic’.
45 For some hints see already Adelung (1782: 785 et passim); cf. Tanz (1971: 269) and 
Plank (1979: 144—145) with reference to English, and see Stedje (1987) on ‘mentalistic 
theories’ of ablaut. On iconicity of quantitative ablaut see also Mayerthaler (1981: Section 
5.2.3) with reference to Gothic.
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older forms of German or Germanic. Rather, it is particularly appropriate to 
the system of strong verbs of Contemporary Standard German — in spite of 
widely accepted claims to the contrary. This, too, may be read off Table 5. A 
division that is very close to the traditional one arises from a strictly syn-
chronic analysis of the ablaut system when stem lexemes are classified accord-
ing to the types of alternations exhibited by their forms (cf. also Fourquet 
1970: 61). Only, the division is simplified in Contemporary German since the 
historical third class and the historical fourth class have become one as regards 
qualitative ablaut.

NO-FULL-ABL fl-ABL l-ABL W-ABL

NO-O-ABL

1 V VII VI

C SCHLAF AI iase TRAG )

(  KOMM U-buse RUF )

f  REIT
/ A

LES A

O-ABL

/ - a
V BIEG

use 1 
SPRECHJ

11 II1/IV

Table 6. Stem lexemes: ablaut classes

As the above analysis has revealed, change of quality type is a fundamental of 
ablaut in German; two types have been distinguished: full ablaut (comprising 
/-ablaut/a-ablaut/n-ablaut) and o-ablaut (a variety of simple ablaut). Accord-
ingly, stems may be classified into those that show both o-ablaut and full 
ablaut (cf. SPRECHL), only the one or the other (cf. LESl  and BIEGL) or neither 
(cf. REITl , which has /-monophthongisation, a second variety of simple ablaut). 
(In addition, there are a few stems with diphthongal bases that show o-ablaut 
or /-ablaut but no change of quality type, cf. Section 2.6.)

I assume, then, a cross-classification on the set of strong verb stem lex-
emes based on two criteria, viz. ‘o-ablaut: yes/no’ and ‘full ablaut: yes/no’ (in 
the affirmative case: /'-, a- or w-ablaut). As full ablaut has three subtypes, the 
system allows eight types of stems, as illustrated in Table 6. The rows repre-
sent the classification according to o-ablaut; the columns represent the classi-
fication according to full ablaut. The heads of rows and columns introduce 
names for the classes that are distinguished; for instance, o-ABL is the set of 
verb stems that exhibit o-ablaut — an alternation pattern identified in Sec-
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tion 2. Names of example lexemes are put into the boxes; the quality types to 
which the pertinent bases regularly belong are noted.

The cross-classification provides six stem classes that correspond to tra-
ditional classes of strong verbs (as indicated by the Roman numerals that are 
put into the boxes). Formally, these stem classes are identified as the following 
intersections of classes:

CLASSi 
CLASS II 
CLASS I1I/IV 
CLASS V 
CLASS VI 
CLASS VII

=df NO-O-ABL n  NO-FULL-ABL 
=df o-ABL n  NO-FULL-ABL 
=df O-ABL n  O-ABL 
=df NO-O-ABL n  a-ABL 
=df NO-O-ABL n  M-ABL 
=df NO-O-ABL n  /-ABL

The defined classes of stem lexemes will be referred to as ablaut classes *b 
The two combinations that remain (o-ABL n  /-ABL and o-ABL n  a-ABL, cf. the 
darkly shaded boxes in Table 6) do not correspond to traditional verb classes, 
and in fact, by the regularities of ablaut in German discussed above these 
intersections should be empty.46 47 Ablaut classes may be more or less similar; 
e.g., by the usual numbering, c l a s s  u i / i v  is placed between c l a s s  ii  and 
CLASS v, and rightly so, as it shares o-ablaut with the former and o-ablaut with 
the latter. Since ablaut classes are introduced as derived classes, their 
(dis-)similarities are accounted for in a straightforward manner.

The apparent diversity of present stem vocalism as well as particularities 
of ‘present stem formation’ should not detract from the high degree of regular-
ity of ablaut patterns. Quite generally, inflectional classes are to be defined in 
terms of the formation of derived forms, not in terms of the make-up of base

46 In addition, minor classes may be identified if necessary: for instance, c l a ss  III and 
CLASS IV are subclasses of CLASS m/iv. cl a ss  h i stems have short, sonorant I-bases (cf. 
Section 2.5, supra); these stems have /a/-ablaut forms. CLASS IV comprises the remaining 
bases; these stems have /a:/-ablaut forms. Similarly, CLASS vn may be divided into CLASS 
vnb (stems that have U-bases) and CLASS Vila (the remaining ones), cf. Paul (1989: 251). 
Classes of verbs may be introduced as derived classes (Lieb 1983: 173); a verb of the first 
class of strong verbs is a verb the stem of which belongs to CLASS I etc.
47 The first ‘case vide’ (o-ABL n  /-ABL) is indeed empty, o-ablaut as a rule requires mon- 
ophthongal I-bases, which, in German, do not permit /-ablaut. o-ABL n  u-a b l  should be 
empty, too, since in German distinct ablaut forms ordinarily belong to distinct quality types. 
However, if  SCHWÖRL and perhaps a n h e b l  are exceptions to this rule (cf. Section 2.7), 
then they belong here; though exceptional, gradations involving both o-ablaut and //-ablaut 
would not break the system.
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forms (Wurzel 1984b: 68). Ablaut classes make no exception, pace Hook 
(1968) and others.

4.2 Ablaut class membership
Statements that assign stems to ablaut classes may be understood as elemen-
tary characterisations. From this vantage point, the stem SPRECHL has the 
ablaut forms sproch and sprach because it belongs to CLASS Ill/iv . On the 
other hand, knowledge of a stem’s primary forms is usually sufficient to de-
termine its ablaut class even if their functional types are not given: as a rule, 
assigning a stem to an ablaut class does not presuppose that its forms’ func-
tions are taken into consideration. Consider the stem f e c h t l  and its primary 
forms fecht and focht. On account of its vowel, fecht is not a possible ablaut 
form; so it must be a base form, and consequently, the o-form focht is an 
ablaut form, and the only one at that. Thus this stem exhibits o-ablaut and only 
o-ablaut; consequently it belongs to CLASS II.

However, Wurzel (1984a: 661) points to cases of ‘inverse alternations’. 
Both /i:/—>/o:/ and /a:/—+/i:/ are inconspicuous alternations (viz. cases of o- 
ablaut and /-ablaut, respectively), but Wurzel cites STOSSENw and LIEGENW, 
which apparently show the inversions of these patterns: STOSSENw has present 
forms in loJ and past forms in /i:/ and LIEGENW has present forms in I'd and 
past forms in /a:/. Richard Wiese (1996: 130), who adduces STOSSENw and 
BIETENW, even maintains that “all types of bidirectional relations between 
vowels” are to be found with ablaut in German. As Table 5 shows this is not 
the case. As a rule, ablaut patterns are not reversible. The examples to prove 
the opposite are not typical, to say the least.

As for LIEGl , by the above account (which adapts a proposal of Wurzel 
1970: 77), ablaut proceeds on the basis of leg (giving lag by /e:/—►/a:/- 
altemation) while lieg is due to (exceptional) ^//-alternation. Whatever analy-
sis is espoused, LIEGL shows aberrant present tense formation and is, at best, 
an exception but does not provide evidence for arbitrary inversions of ablaut. 
The comparison of b i e t l  and s t o s s l  also draws on rather peripheral cases. 
(STOSSl  is the only stem that has an o-base and an /-ablaut form; on BIETL see 
note 25, supra.) Even if these exceptions stand up to scrutiny, it is significant 
that it holds good (at least for the overwhelming majority of strong verb stems, 
allowing for one or two exceptions, if any): given a stem’s primary forms, its 
ablaut class is fixed, that is, only expression-related properties of stem forms 
have to be resorted to in order to determine a stem’s ablaut class.
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4.3 Ablaut class markedness

In the majority of cases knowledge of the base form alone suffices to deter-
mine to which ablaut class a stem belongs. Usually, there are two or at most 
three classes that have to be taken into account. Let me refer to stems that 
have I-bases as I-base stems, to stems that have not as non-l-base stems. 
Similarly, I will use the terms A-base stem and U-base stem. Now consider 
stems with monophthongal bases: I-base stems belong to CLASS II, ill/lV , or V; 
A-base stems belong to CLASS VI or VII, and U-base stems belong to CLASS v  
or VII (cf. Table 6). Stems with diphthongal I-bases belong to CLASS I; only 
one /ai/-base stem is in CLASS Vll. Stems with diphthongal U-bases belong to 
CLASS II or CLASS VII. These assignments derive from the general formal 
characteristics of ablaut in German, which have been discussed in Section 2.

Moreover, the ablaut classes to be considered are not of the same rank. 
They differ with respect to inflectional class markedness (Wurzel 1989; cf. 
also Durrell 2001). With I-base stems, the major division is whether «-ablaut 
is applicable or not. Membership in «-ABL is the marked option. Note that:

— The majority of I-base stems do not show «-ablaut; they belong to NO- 
FULL-ABL and thus to CLASS I or II according as the base is diphthongal or 
monophthongal.

— The internal variability of the class NO-FULL-ABL is much greater than 
that of the class «-ABL. «-ablaut is not found with bases that show ‘con-
spicuous’ vocalism, to wit, (i) with diphthongal bases, (ii) with bases in 
rounded front vowels, or (iii) with bases that have long vowels before 
voiceless consonants (other than /t/). But all types of front vowels that 
occur in bases of strong verb stems at all appear in bases of NO-FULL-ABL 
stems, cf. bi e gl  (/i:/), s c h in d l  (III), hebl  (/e:/), f e c h t l  (Id), g ä r l  (Is :/), 
l ü g l  (/y:/), s c h w ö r l  (/o :/), e r l ö s c h l  (led), and r e it l  (/ai/); there are 
no bases in M  or loil. On the other hand, if I-base stems show a-ablaut, 
the base vowel is i or c.48

— A considerable number of stems have abandoned «-ABL for NO-FULL- 
ABL.

An argument against the unmarked status of NO-FULL-ABL might be based on 
the fact that it is only CLASS III/IV stems that take advantage of the full poten-
tial of form differentiation. Only these stems show double ablaut (that is, 
simple and full ablaut): only these stems employ two distinct ablaut alterna-

48 It is i if, and only if, it is short and followed by a nasal (thus hi). Otherwise it is e (i.e., 
/e:/ or /el); in addition there is one /e:/-base stem (GEBÄRL). For s rrz \ Binx, and lie g l , cf. 
Section 2.7.
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tions in forming ‘past participle stems’ and ‘primary past stems’, respectively. 
But then having this property means not to conform to the pattern of stem form 
distinctions found with weak verbs (whereas the unmarked status of NO-FULL- 
ABL is confirmed as it is precisely the stems in this class that follow the model 
of the productive, weak class in as far as they do not show a distinction be-
tween ‘past participle stems’ and ‘primary past stems’).

As regards non-I-base stems, by similar considerations the unmarked op-
tion is /-ablaut (i.e., membership in CLASS vil, cf. Wurzel 1970: 79) while 
«-ablaut or, again, a-ablaut are the marked options. The majority of non-I-base 
stems belong to CLASS vn; as regards «-ablaut, there are rigid restrictions on 
the make-up of the bases that will be noted below.

I take it, then, that membership in NO-FULL-ABL and in i-ABL are the stan-
dard (unmarked or ‘default’) options for I-base stems and non-I-base stems, 
respectively. Thus, in order to determine ablaut class membership all that has 
to be done is to single out those stems that take the marked option. But, mem-
bership in non-default-classes is subject to rather restrictive conditions. The 
majority of stems that meet these conditions do belong to these classes indeed; 
only minority groups belong to one of the default-classes nevertheless, and it is 
only the latter groups that set bounds to an attempt to derive ablaut class 
membership from the make-up of bases.

4.4 I-base stems and ablaut classes
In the unmarked case, I-base stems belong to NO-FULL-ABL. The marked 
option is to have «-ablaut. It is true, there are two subclasses of NO-FULL-ABL 
(CLASS I and CLASS II) but the division in terms of the diphthongal- 
monophthongal-distinction is straightforward. All /ai/-, /i:/-, /y:/-, /o:/-, and 
/oe/-base stems are in NO-FULL-ABL (except HEISSL, CLASS VII); these are:49

—  /a i/-b a se s , c l a s s  i :

SCHEINL, (ER/VER)BLEICHL, GLEICH1-, STREICHS WEICHL, SCHLEICH1-,
s c h w e i g 1-, s t e i g l , g r e i f 1-, k n e i f l , p f e i f \  s c h l e i f 1-, b l e i b l , r e i b l , 
s c h r e i b 1-, t r e i b l , p r e i s l , w e i s l , b e i s s l , r e i s s \  s c h e i s s l , s c h m e i s s l ,
LEID1-, SCHNEID1-, MEIDL, SCHEId \  GLEIT1-, REITL, SCHREIt S  STREIT1-,
GEDEIH1-, LEIHL, SCHREIL, SPEIL, ZEIHL

49 The following lists cannot be definite as there are a few borderline cases. With a number 
of verbs, judgements concerning acceptability of strong forms do not coincide, cf. 
(BE)DINGL, KÜRl /(ER)KIESl , MELK , SCHLEISS\ SPLEISSL; see reference grammars for details, 
e.g., Curme (1924: 300-315); cf. also Aldenhoff (1961). However, even these peripheral 
cases, if included, fit into the classes as characterised in the text.
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—  / i / y : / - ,  /o : /- , or /o e /-b a ses , c l a s s  i i :

f r i e r l , v e r l i e r 1-, k r i e c h l , r i e c h l , b i e g l , f l i e g l , w i e g l , t r i e f l , 
s c h i e b l , s t i e b l , f l i e s s S  g e n i e s s l , g i e s s l , s c h l i e s s l , s c h i e s s l , 
s p r i e s s S  v e r d r i e s s l , s i e d l , b i e t l , f l i e h l , z i e h \  l ü g l , t r ü g l , 
s c h w ö r l , v e r / e r l ö s c h l

The remaining I-base stems (viz. stems with bases in /e:/, /e:/, Id , or III) usu-
ally have a-ablaut. The majority belong to CLASS III/IV, that is, they show 
n-ablaut and o-ablaut; a minority have a-ablaut but lack o-ablaut (that is, they 
are in CLASS V). The distribution is controlled by both the quantity type and 
the consonantism of the base. Two classes may be singled out: sonorant 
bases, the segment immediately following the vowel is a sonorant, and 
s-bases, the segment immediately following the vowel is an alveolar fricative 
(i.e., /s/ or /z/). Given that an I-base stem has a-ablaut (thus is a member of 
a-ABL) and given the consonantal structure of its base, its ablaut class is fixed 
as shown in Table 7.

sonorant base (other bases) s-b ase

short base
>

sin g l BRECHL m e s s l nr
>

lon g  base
OO
<JU stehll GHB1 le sl

00

<

Table 7. a-ablaut stems
with o-ablaut (CLASS m /iv ) and without o-ablaut (CLASS v )

Members of a-ABL with short bases have o-ablaut (with the exception of s- 
base stems); members of a-ABL with long bases do not have o-ablaut (with the 
exception of sonorant base stems).

Evidently, stems of CLASS Ill/lV and CLASS V are rather different as re-
gards their vocalic and consonantal structure, cf.:

— short I-base stems, c l a s s  ii i / i v :

s i n k l , t r i n k 1', s t i n k l , s i n g l , r i n g l , d r i n g l , w r i n g l , s p r i n g l , g e / m i s s - 
l i n g l , k l i n g l , s c h l i n g l , s c h w i n g l , z w i n g \  b i n d l , (e m p ) f i n d l , w i n d l ,
SCHWINDL, SINNL, SPINNL, RINNL, GEWINNL, BEGINN1-, SCHWIMM1-, 
SCHELTL, GELTL, HELFL, BERSTL, BERGL, VERDERB1-, WERBL, STERBL,
w e r f l , b r e c h l , s p r e c h l , e r s c h r e c k l , t r e f f l , s t e c h l

lo n g  I-base stems, c l a s s  i ii / i v : 

b e / e m p f e h l l , s t e h l l , GEBÄR1-, n e h m l
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—  short I-base stem s, CLASS V :50

e s s l , f r e s s l , m f s s l , v e r g e s s l , s i t z l

—  long I-base stems, c l a s s  v :

s e h l , g e s c h e h l , l e s l , g e n e s l , b i t t l , t r e t l , l i e g l , g e b l

Finally, there are a number of stems that have bases in /e:/, /e:/, /e/ or III and 
thus would ‘qualify’ for a-ablaut as regards their base vowels but which are in 
c l a s s  II nevertheless:

—  /e : /- , /e:/-, /e/-, or /i/-bases, c l a s s  n:

s c h i n d l , g l i m m l , k l i m m \  s c h m e l z l , q u e l l l , s c h w e l l l , s c h e r l , 
g ä r l , d r e s c h l , f e c h t l , f l e c h t l , h e b l , w e b l , b e w e g l , w ä g l

Even membership in this special group is not random, but a detailed discussion 
would be beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to note that there are at 
least two relevant factors:51

(i) ‘Family resemblance’. I-base stems are invariably in CLASS Ill/rv if the 
vowel is followed by a velar nasal. Stems of this type (e.g., SINGL, 
t r i n k l ) are, then, among the ‘best exemplars’ of this class.52 53 * On the 
other hand, it is a sufficient condition for membership in CLASS V for a 
stem to have an e-base such that the vowel is followed by nothing but an 
alveolar obstruent (if anything); thus LESl  is a ‘prototypical’ member of 
CLASS V. The tendency to leave CLASS Ill/iv or CLASS V is the stronger 
the less prominent the family resemblance to the best exemplars of those 
classes is.55

(ii) ‘Phonotactic en-/discouragemenf. Consider WIEGl /WÄGl /BEWEGl  and 
w e b l , which come from CLASS V. It is assumed that these stems devel-
oped o-forms under the influence of the initial /v/ (Paul 1917: 230); 
moreover, they lost a-ablaut and are now in CLASS II (in as far as strong

50 The bases of SITZL, l i e g l  a n d  BITTl  are sess /zes/, leg /le:g/ and bet /be:t/, respectively 
(cf. Section 2.7).
51 Another possible factor is confusion with weak causatives (Paul 1917: 219).
52 See the analysis by Bybee & Slobin (1982) of the cognate class in English for a discus-
sion of the role of prototypes, schemes and family resemblance; cf. also Bybee & Moder 
(1983) and Kopeke (1999).
53 This applies to stems without a post-vocalic sonorant (e.g., FLECHTl , f e c h t l , DRESCHl )
that have left CLASS Ill/iv and to stems ending in non-alveolar obstruents that have left
CLASS v  (e.g., b e w e g l , w e b l ), thus stems with ‘other bases’ by the classification presented 
in Table 7.
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forms are still in use). The vowel occurs in a context that favours rounded 
vowels (Paul 1989: 78); presumably, such a context may encourage 
o-ablaut and may discourage a-ablaut (in particular when h i-  and /a/- 
forms compete). Similar remarks may apply to most of the other stems 
that have lost a-ablaut; e.g., those where the vowel appears side by side 
with /[/. The largest group o f  apostates comprises SCHMELZl , q u e l l \  
SCHWELLl , GLIMMl , and KLIMMl , the bases being schmelz /jmelts/, quel! 
/kvel/, schwell /Jvel/, glimm /glim/, and klimm /klim/, respectively; cf. 
also m e l k l , melk /melk/. In these bases, the vowels occur between a 
voiced labial (/v/ or /m/) on the one hand and a lateral (/l/) on the other; 
no such stem allows a-ablaut in Contemporary German. Bases with initial 
labial+lateral-cluster ( f l e c h t l ; p f l e g l , strong forms now obsolete) be-
long here, too.54

Summing up, the unmarked option for 1-base stems is NO-FULL-ABL. However, 
stems with e-bases or short /-bases have as a rule a-ablaut, though a number of 
stems that do not fit neatly into a-ABL have moved into NO-FULL-ABL, adopting 
the unmarked option. I-base stems that have a-ablaut belong either to CLASS 
Hi/iv (a-ablaut and o-ablaut) or to CLASS V (only a-ablaut); membership is 
determined in terms of the quantity types and the consonantal structures of the 
bases.

4.5 Non-I-base stems and ablaut classes

As for non-I-base stems, /-ablaut is the unmarked option. A-base stems belong 
to CLASS VII (/-ablaut) or CLASS VI (a-ablaut):

— A-bases, c l a s s  vil:
( e m p )f a n g l , h ä n g l , h a l t l , f a l l \  s c h l a f l , b r a t l , (g e )r a t l , b l a s l , 
l a s s l

— A-bases, c l a s s  v i :

w a c h s l , w a s c h l , b a c k l , s c h a f f l , s c h l a g l , t r a g l , g r a b l , l a d l , 
f a h r l

For a stem to be in CLASS VI, its base must meet a severe condition of ‘nor-
malcy’: short vowels must be followed by voiceless consonants, long vowels

54 Cf. Segeral & Scheer (1998: 50), who, however, maintain that the verbs in question do 
have (underlying) ö-forms in the finite past (which surface as o-forms) — an untenable 
position that mixes up synchrony and diachrony. For an overview of the diachronic devel 
opment see Solms & Wegera (1993: 270-278), for details Solms (1984) and Chirita (1988).
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must be followed by voiced consonants. (Consequently, ablaut forms due to 
«-ablaut are invariably long.) Moreover, as in the case of CLASS Ill/iv, 5-bases 
are not admitted. Stems are in CLASS VI if, and only if, their bases conform to 
one of the following two patterns:

/a/ + voiceless consonant (# /s/)
/a:/ + voiced consonant ( f  Izl)

The remaining A-base stems are in CLASS VII. (The bases are fa n g  /far)/, hang  
/hag/, halt /halt/, fa l l  /fal/, sc h la f  /Jla:f7, hr at /bra:t/, rat /ra:t/, bias  /bla:z/, 
and lass /las/, respectively.)

As regards the small set of stems that have monophthongal U-bases, ab-
laut class membership is straightforward given the above observations on 
‘conspicuous’ vocalism. RUFL and STOSSL show marked base vocalism: the 
vowels are long although followed by voiceless obstruents; they are in CLASS 
VII (the unmarked option for non-I-base stems). There is only one more U-base 
stem, namely KOMML, which is in CLASS V. Likewise, stems with diphthongal 
U-bases would not qualify for the marked option u-ablaut. Two such stems are 
in CLASS II (SAUFl , SAUGl ), which agrees with the disposition of diphthongal 
bases not to show change of quality type;55 LAUFl  and HAUL show /-ablaut as 
expected in the case of U-base stems. The distribution apparently does not 
correlate with synchronically determinable properties of the stems.56

5 Ablaut: an integrated view

Any adequate analysis of ablaut should uncover how ablaut contributes to the 
categorisation of verb forms. Consider, e.g., v e r s p r e c h e n w  with its forms 
versprechen  (infinitive or lst/3rd person plural of the present), versprachen  
(lst/3rd person plural past indicative), and in particular versprochen  (past 
participle). Obviously, it is attributable to the occurrence of the stem form 
versproch  that the verb form versprochen  functions as a past participle. To 
grasp this fact, one might be inclined to resort to functional types of stem 
forms: versproch  is a ‘participle stem’ and t h e r e f o r e  versprochen  is a 
participle form. However, as noted in Section 1.3, supra, an account like this 
would be liable to circularity. After all, a stem form would qualify as a ‘ parti-

55 Sometimes sc h n a u b e n w is mentioned as having a ‘poetic’ form schnob.
56 Diachronically, the distribution corresponds to the distinction between ‘old diphthongs’ 
and ‘new diphthongs’ (diphthongs going back to the so-called New High German diph- 
thongisation). Stems with bases in ‘new diphthongs’ show simple ablaut, stems with bases 
in ‘old diphthongs’ show full ablaut (but SCHEIDL has changed classes, cf. note 30, supra).
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ciple stem’ only b e c a u s e  it occurs in a participle. Furthermore, since 
ablaut is a relational phenomenon it is, in general, not possible to determine a 
stem form’s membership in a functional category such as ‘participle stem’ on 
the basis of its expression related properties alone. A formal determination 
would have to include reference to properties of stem lexemes.57

The present morphological approach avoids a vicious circle, based as it is 
on morphological categories that are determined in formal (expression-related) 
terms. The present section will be devoted to a demonstration of how func-
tional categorisations of verb forms relate to formal categorisations of stem 
forms. To this end I shall fit together the major components of the account of 
ablaut that have been developed in the preceding. Discussion focuses on a 
single example, which, however, should suffice to illustrate how the proposed 
‘item-and-paradigm-model’ works.

quality complexity quantity

I-form A-form U-form monophthongal diphthongal short long

Figure 2. Expression types o f forms o f stems o f strong verbs

In Section 2, I have established a system o f classifications o f forms o f stems 
(of strong verbs) that is based on the forms’ vocalism (cf. Table 2, page 110); 
it may be represented by means of a classificatory tree as in Figure 2. The 
basic set strong is the set of forms of stems of strong verbs. There are three 
simultaneous classifications on strong that supply the expression types (such 
as I-form etc.) that have been discussed. On this basis, categorisations, i.e., 
sets of morphological categories, may be assigned to stem forms. The primary 
forms of the stem lexeme VERSPRECHL are categorised as follows:

(versprech, {I-form, monophthongal, short, ...})
(versproch, {U-form, monophthongal, short, ...})
(versprach, {A-form, monophthongal, long, ...})

57 For example, the set of stem forms that occur in participles of strong verbs is the union 
of (i) the set of ablaut forms of stems of CLASS I, (ii) the set of o-ablaut forms, and (iii) the 
set of base forms of stems of cla ss  v , v i, and vn. This complex roundabout identification 
presupposes both the classification systems for stem forms and for stem lexemes. — 
Similarly, the class of ‘past stems’ could not be construed as a ‘pure form class’ (in the 
sense of Blevins 2003): there is more than one ‘form class’ that includes ‘past stems’.
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These are three pairs of morphological units and sets of categories that contain 
the respective units. The morphological paradigm of the stem VERSPRECHL is a 
set of such pairs. To complete the paradigm, pairs that account for ‘secondary 
stems’ would have to be added; the classification system would have to be 
extended in order to take care of their specific characteristics. Hence addi-
tional categories would have to be incorporated into the categorisations as 
indicated by the dots. As these are not relevant to ablaut, they have been 
omitted.

In Section 4, I have established a system o f classifications of stem lex-
emes of strong verbs that is based on the types of alternations among stem 
forms (cf. Table 6, page 133); it may be represented by means of a classifica- 
tory tree as in Figure 3.™ The basic set STRONG is the set of stem lexemes of 
strong verbs. There are two simultaneous classifications on STRONG that 
supply the classes (such as o -a b l , etc.) on which ablaut classes (c l a s s  i, etc.) 
are based. The example stem v e r s p r e c h l  belongs to the classes o - a b l  and 
o-ABL and thus, by definition, to CLASS lll/iv. The set {o-ABL, o-ABL, . . . )  
provides a morphological characterisation of the stem VERSPRECHL.

s t ro n c ;

o-ablaul fu ll ablaut

NO-O-ABL O-ABL NO-FULL-ABL O-ABL i-ABL O-ABL

Figure 3. Types o f stem lexemes o f strong verbs

Derivatively, the characterisation of the stem v e r s p r e c h l  also provides for a 
characterisation of its forms. As VERSPRECH1' is a stem of CLASS lll/iv, so ver- 
sproch is a form of a stem of CLASS lll/iv. There are, then, two sets of catego-
ries that have to be taken into account to obtain a complete morphological 
characterisation of the stem form versproch, viz. (i) the set of categories that it 
is contained in (viz. (U-form, monophthongal, short, ...)) and (ii) the set of 
categories that the lexeme of which it is a form is contained in (viz. { o -a b l , 
o-ABL, ...}). The pair of these sets provides the starting point for determining 58

58 The classification systems displayed in figures 2 and 3 are assumed to be part of the 
morphological unit ordering of German idiolect systems and the lexeme ordering of 
German idiolect systems, respectively (cf. Lieb 1983: 168, 171).
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the functional contribution of the stem form versproch to the verb form
versprochen:59

({U-form, monophthongal, short, ...} ,{o -A B L , a-ABL, . . . } )

All in all, versproch is characterised as a short, monophthongal U-form of a 
stem lexeme that exhibits both o-ablaut and o-ablaut. All the categories in-
volved are defined in formal (expression related) terms. Now consider ver-
sproch as it occurs in versprochen. Given the above findings on the form- 
function-relation, the (formal) morphological characterisation of the stem form 
is sufficient to determine the (functional) categorisation of the verb form 
versprochen (which is a past participle). This may be shown as follows.60

(i) As has been established in Section 3, simple ablaut serves to mark past 
forms, full ablaut serves to mark finite past forms.

(ii) versproch is characterised as a U-form and also as a form of a lexeme 
that belongs to o-ABL (a class of stem lexemes) and to CLASS III/IV in par-
ticular. It follows that versproch is an ablaut form (and not a base form) 
and, moreover, that it is an o-ablaut form.

(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows that versprochen is a past form.
(iv) versproch is characterised as a form of a lexeme that belongs to o-ABL (a 

class of stem lexemes). This means that the stem lexeme of which ver-
sproch is a form has an o-ablaut form as well. By (i), ablaut forms that 
exhibit o-ablaut (thus full ablaut) serve to mark finite past forms. More-
over, because of the priority of more specific markers, the finite past 
forms of the verb of which versprochen is a form cannot fail to show the 
specific marker (viz. o-ablaut). It follows that the stem form versproch is 
prevented from occurring in finite past forms.

(v) From (iii) and (iv) it follows that, due to the occurrence of versproch, the 
verb form versprochen qualifies as a non-finite past form, which is to 
say, as a past participle.

59 Such pairs (or rather sets containing such pairs) are called morphological markings by 
Lieb (1983: 179).
60 A discussion of the theoretical status of form-function-relations is well beyond the scope 
of the present paper. It may be suggested, however, that in inflectional morphology ‘inter-
pretative functions’ associated with morphological functions should be recognised (analo-
gous to semantic functions associated with morphological functions in derivational mor-
phology, Lieb 1983: 241). For a different approach see Lieb (1992); Lieb accounts for 
form-function-relations by means of ‘system links’ (“Systemverbindungen”) between 
expression-related and functional systems of morphological categories and in addition 
between expression-related and functional systems of syntactic categories.
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6 Conclusion

Ablaut has been apostrophised as “one of the classic chestnuts of morphologi-
cal analysis” (Anderson 1988: 157); certainly, ablaut — and, more generally, 
‘internal inflection’ — has turned out to be a hard nut to crack for many a 
morphological theory. However, an analysis based on an item-and-paradigm- 
model may go a long way towards overcoming those problems that have 
hampered earlier analyses. In this paper, 1 hope to have shown that the 
model’s application to ablaut in German turns out to be rewarding.

Many studies of ablaut in German have focused on the question of how 
the forms of a strong verb can be derived if a certain distinguished (basic) 
form (usually the infinitive) is given. But again and again, the outcome of such 
attempts has been found to be unsatisfactory (for critical retrospect see Augst 
1975, and, most recently, Kopeke 1999). Since attempts at providing a sys-
tematic account of ablaut failed, the contention won ground that there is no 
system of ablaut in Modem German. Negative results may partly be blamed on 
the theoretical approaches that have been employed, but also partly, on the 
way the task to be accomplished had been construed.

For languages like German, it is in general not possible to ‘predict’ the 
inflectional forms of a word given only its base form. As regards nouns, dic-
tionaries have to add information on declension class membership (as well as 
on gender) notwithstanding the fact that the make-up of a word’s base form 
may sometimes provide more or less reliable hints as to what inflectional class 
the word belongs to. But by no means does it follow that there are no regulari-
ties underlying the formation of inflectional forms (cf. B. Wiese 2000). The 
situation found with verbs, and with strong verbs in particular, is not basically 
different. Accordingly, the present account proposes a system of six inflec-
tional classes (‘ablaut classes’, cl ass es  I, II, m/iv, v, vi, vn) that reconstructs 
the traditional system of gradation classes but is defined on a purely syn-
chronic basis.

If there is something special about strong verb stems’ membership in in-
flectional classes, then it is the high degree to which membership is predict-
able indeed on the basis of expression-related properties of base forms alone. 
There are general principles of ablaut in Contemporary Standard German (in a 
nutshell: ablaut is change of quality type or complexity type) that impose 
heavy restrictions on the selection of ablaut classes. Furthermore, considera-
tions of inflectional class markedness permit it to single out what is the un-
marked option given a stem’s base (thus to establish a stem’s ‘default ablaut 
class’); membership in non-default-classes is subject to rigorous restrictions,
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and the stems that belong there invariably show bases of a characteristic 
make-up/’1

What may be more of a surprise are the rigid principles of ablaut that 
show when alternation types and their functional values are inspected: there is 
simple ablaut (including o-ablaut and /-monophthongisation) and there is full 
ablaut (/-ablaut/u-ablaut/a-ablaut). Simple ablaut and only simple ablaut serves 
as a general past marker; full ablaut and only full ablaut serves as a special 
finite past marker. There are no exceptions to this correlation. The findings 
presented in detail in the body of this paper need not be repeated (cf. Table 5 
for a graphic illustration). But assume it were true that, in ablaut alternations, 
vowels change more or less arbitrarily, as has been claimed so often in the 
literature. For instance, as there is a gradation /i:/-/o/-/o/ (kriechen-kroch-  
gekrochen), what about a (fictitious) gradation /i:/—/d/—/i:/? As there is a gra-
dation /e/-/aJ -h /  (sprechen-sprach-gesprochen), what about such (fictitious) 
gradations as, say, /e/-/o/-/a:/, or /e/-/a/-/o:/, or /e:/—/a/—/o/? Are all of these 
‘possible gradations’ in German? I would argue that there are countless non-
existent gradations that are not missing by chance but would break the system 
of ablaut in German. As for the exclusion of the above counterfactual exam-
ples, it should now be easy to point out what it is that makes them impossi-
ble.61 62

Rigidity of ablaut regularities may come as a surprise, mainly because it 
is common knowledge that original gradations have been deranged, disinte-
grated or even destroyed by a multitude of diachronic developments, sound 
changes in particular; and of course, these diachronic facts cannot be denied. 
On the other hand, opposite compensating and reorganising developments 
such as Early New High German ablaut levelling, to name but one, are also 
well known (cf. Augst 1975, Bom 1980, Chirita 1988). Thus it would be a 
mistake to assume that synchronic regularities are mere remnants of a once 
well-behaved system. From a morphological perspective the opposite view 
would seem to be nearer to the truth. This is not the place to go into the dia-
chrony of ablaut, but, given the results of the present synchronic analysis, I

61 For details see Section 4, supra. The ‘default-classes’ are CLASS t (for stems with diph-
thongal 1-bases), CLASS II (for stems with monophthongal I-bases), and CLASS VII (for non- 
I-base stems).
f’2 Pertinent regularities that have been detailed above are: first, o-ablaut is a general past 
marker; thus if it is used in the finite past it has to be used in the non-finite past a fortiori. 
Second, separate finite past ablaut stem forms invariably require full ablaut (and hence must 
be /-, a-, or (/-forms). Third, short—»long-alternation invariably implies full ablaut (hence 
finite past marking); long—»short-alternation invariably implies simple ablaut (hence general 
past marking).
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cannot help agreeing with Hermann Paul’s famous dictum, according to which, 
at long last, ablaut has attained true functional validity in Modem German.63
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